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Abstract
Dark matter is a hypothetical form of matter, which is thought to make
up nearly 27% of the contents in our Universe. An increasingly popular
idea is that the dark matter could be composed of light (pseudo-)scalar
particles with large occupation number so that they can be described
by a classical scalar field f, with the mass ⇡ 10 22eV. As the finite
energy ground state solutions for such a field, boson stars are a good
subject in the study of dark matter. In this dissertation, the primary
focus is on boson stars and their surrounding miniclusters. Firstly, us-
ing my new algorithms employing the Pseudo-Spectral method, I sim-
ulate the collision of two boson stars, and find the interference pat-
tern when two boson stars overlap. The relationship between boson
stars and the surrounding miniclusters are also introduced. Secondly,
I study the formation and growth of boson stars in their surrounding
miniclusters by gravitational condensation using the numerical method
developed. Fully dynamical attractive and repulsive self-interactions
are considered for the first time. In the case of pure gravity, I numeri-
cally prove that the growth of boson stars inside halos slows down and
saturates as has been previously conjectured, and detail its conditions.
Self-interactions are included using the Gross-Pitaevskii-Poisson equa-
tions. We find that in the case of strong attractive self-interactions the
boson stars can become unstable and collapse, in agreement with pre-
vious stationary computations. At even stronger coupling, the conden-
sate fragments. Repulsive self-interactions, as expected, promote boson
star formation, and lead to solutions with larger radii. Lastly, I simulate
the formation of vortices during the merger of boson stars with grav-
ity and find that weak attractive self-interaction can be ignored in this
process.
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Chapter 1
Introduction of Dark Matter
1.1 Discovery of dark matter
Dark matter is a hypothetical form of matter in the Universe. Through a large
number of observations, modern astronomers have found many astronomical ev-
idences for the existence of dark matter in our Universe. Through high-precision
measurements, astronomers have concluded that ordinary matter and energy only
accounts for around 5% of total mass–energy of our Universe, while the proportion
of dark matter and dark energy are 27% and 68% respectively [142]. The existence
of dark matter can solve the problems of inconsistency in the Big Bang theory [7].
The structure and evolution of galaxies are also affected by dark matter. Studies
have shown that dark matter is perhaps to be composed of one or several new
particles beyond the standard model of particle physics.
However, dark matter nearly does not interact with electromagnetic fields, which
means it does not reflect, absorb and emit light. This is why it is called ’dark mat-
ter’. Therefore, dark matter is very difficult to detect directly. In fact, although the
direct detection of dark matter has been going on for many years [5, 13, 194], such
as the China Jinping Underground Laboratory, so far no research institute has been
successful detect it directly. All of our understanding of dark matter come from in-
direct observations. Therefore, uncovering the nature of dark matter is one of the
greatest challenges in modern physics and cosmology.
The study of dark matter has an elaborate history. In 1933, astrophysicist Fritz
Zwicky used spectral redshift to measure the velocity of each galaxy relative to
the galaxy cluster in the Coma system. Using the virial theorem, he discovered
that the velocity dispersion of these galaxies were too high, and the gravity from
visible mass in the galaxy cluster cannot confine these galaxies in the galaxy clus-
ter. He attributed this phenomenon to the existence of unseen, dark matter [200].
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Similar results were discovered by Sinclair Smith, who studied the mass of the
Virgo cluster and Erik Holmberg, who analysed systems of galaxies [79, 167]. In
the late 1950s, after new astronomical surveys [4, 159, 201], debates on these ob-
servations began. Some arguments provide new explanation for these awkward
observations. For example, Ambartsumian debated that the lack of ‘dynamical
equilibrium’ in these clusters was the reason of observed discrepancies. The galax-
ies with unusually fast speed were actually rapidly flying apart [10]. However,
this theory had a huge problem. If groups and clusters of galaxies were unstable,
their existence time could not exceed 107 years [181]. In fact, in late 1960s and early
1970s, various theories were proposed to explain the phenomenon of cluster dis-
crepancies [49, 64, 84, 184, 192]. It was very difficult to force a consensus since the
observational and theoretical constraints were too few. Thus the existence of dark
matter was just one possibility among alternatives at that time.
However, these disputes gradually disappeared after flat rotation curves were
found by Rubin and Ford in 1970. The rotation curve of a disc galaxy is a tool to
study the kinematics of galaxies, which is the orbital velocity of visible gas and
stars in that galaxy versus their radial distance from the center of galaxy. It pro-
vides a way to estimate masses of galaxies [18,62,102,118,133]. Usually, according
to Kepler’s laws, the rotation velocity gas or stars, v =
p
GM(r)/r. Therefore,
at radii greater than the bulk of the galaxies mass, such as that of our solar sys-
tem, we expect the velocity of gas and stars to decrease with increasing distance
from the center of the galaxy, see Fig. 1.1. Thus the rotation curve at the position
of our solar system is in decline. However, in 1970, Rubin and Ford discovered
that galaxy rotation curves tended to flatten at these large radii. This means that
there is more gravity generated by invisible matter to make these gas and stars
bounded. After that, flat rotation curves were verified by many observations of
galaxies [48,51,89,148,161]. This provided strong additional evidence for the exis-
tence of dark matter.
Since the 1980s, a series of of observations were made which supported the
presence of dark matter as well. These included gravitational lensing of back-
ground objects by galaxy clusters [127, 173, 193], the pattern of anisotropies in the
cosmic microwave background (CMB) [78, 143, 165], and Sky surveys and baryon
acoustic oscillations [97, 139].
Although this invisible particle remains unobserved, its existence became the
consensus of the astronomical community since the 1980s.
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Figure 1.1: The points are the rotation curve of spiral galaxy Messier 33. The con-
tinuous line is the fitting model. dashed- dotted line, short dashed line and long
dashed line are the halo contribution, the stellar disk and the gas contribution re-
spectively. Reproduced from [47].
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1.2 Observational evidence
Flat rotation curves are not the only evidence of existence of dark matter. Over
the past decade, various additional observations have also support its existence.
Dark matter roughly compose a quarter of the total mass and energy in the Uni-
verse. These observations include weak gravitational lensing measurements and
measurements of the anisotropies of the CMB radiation as well as others.
1.2.1 Brief History of the Universe
One evidence of existence of dark matter comes from measuring the expansion
history of the Universe [80]. This has been done through many observations [2,34,
66, 83, 129, 136, 145, 149, 150, 179, 190]. We know the matter components can slow
down the expansion of the Universe by gravity. Thus the average density can be
obtained by measuring the expansion of the Universe. Compare this average den-
sity with visible matter we already observed, we can know whether dark matter
exists.
We are able to uncover much about the expansion history of the Universe through
the observation of type Ia supernovae. Type Ia supernovae is a special type of su-
pernovae, which appears in binary star systems. One of the two stars is a white
dwarf. The other one can be anything such as a giant star or a white dwarf.
The type Ia category of supernova produces a fairly consistent peak luminosity
since a white dwarf will explode at a critical mass. Their consistent peak luminos-
ity allows these explosions to be regarded as standard candles. Since, the decrease
in brightness is proportional to the square of distance, we can estimate the dis-
tance to the object from its brightness given its intrinsic luminosity. On the other
hand, from supernova of spectrum, we can obtain its redshift. The redshift illus-
trates how much the Universe has expanded since the supernova explosion. The
information of expansion history can be obtained by comparing the expansion fac-
tor with the distance to different supernovae. It is possible to infer from this the
average matter density.
In 1998, the High-Z Supernova Search Team [146] and the Supernova Cosmol-
ogy Project [140] made similar discoveries independently. They found that the
expansion of the Universe is accelerating, and that the Universe contains approxi-
mately 75% of dark energy and 25% of matter. Since the composition of baryonic
matter estimated from cosmic nucleosynthesis is < 5%, this results suggests the
that most of the matter in the Universe is ’dark’.
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Searching for the signature from Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAOs) is an-
other method to measure the expansion history. In the early universe, photons
and matter existed in a primordial plasma before recombination [137, 171]. The
photons traveling were limited. But the Universe became neutral after recombina-
tion. The Photons diffused away since they were not interacting with the matter.
Therefore, the sound wave was frozen and leave behind an overdense shells of
matter with a fixed radius i.e. we call it sound horizon [61]. This overdense area
eventually formed many galaxies. At this scale, the density field of galaxy have
the peak number. And because of the expansion of the Universe, the peak would
be moved to a larger scale. Comparing this scale with the sound horizon at re-
combination, we can obtain information of the expansion history. Similarly, the
measurement of BAOs support the existence of dark matter [6, 196].
1.2.2 Cosmic microwave background
Shortly after the big bang, our Universe contained a dense white-hot cloud of hy-
drogen plasma. Plasma and radiation filled the entire Universe and, as the Uni-
verse expanded, they gradually cooled down. After the Universe dropped to a
certain temperature, neutral atoms could be formed by the combination of protons
and electrons. Thermal radiation could not be absorbed by these neutral atoms.
That is, photons begin to travel through the entire space freely, rather than collide
in the plasma composed of electrons and protons. However, due to the expansion
of space, the wavelength increases over time leading to a decrease in temperature.
This is the CMB.
Measurements of the CMB, such as Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe
(WMAP) [168], show that it is almost isotropic. This means that there are only
very small variations in it’s temperature across the sky. However, these small vari-
ations contain much important information about the Universe. We know that
ordinary matter in early Universe was ionized and interacted with radiation by
Thomson scattering. However, during this period, dark matter only interacted
with radiation very weakly if at all. This means that the CMB was affected by
dark matter differently. The density and and velocity of ordinary matter will be
affected as well. Therefore, the dark matter and ordinary matter will leave differ-
ent imprints in CMB. Since Arno Penzias and Robert Woodrow Wilson first dis-
covered the CMB in 1964 [138], further measurements of the CMB have provided
additional evidence for the existence of dark matter. For example, Balloon Ob-
servations Of Millimetric Extragalactic Radiation and Geophysics (BOOMERanG
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Figure 1.2: Cosmic background radiation observed by WMAP in 2012. Repro-
duced from [175].
experiment) [52], in 2000, discovered the first acoustic peak. After that, the power
spectrum was observed by Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) in
2003-2012 precisely [168]. More precise results were obtained by the Planck space-
craft in 2013–2015. Theses observations found that dark matter constitutes about
26% of the energy density of the Universe while baryonic matter makes up only
around 5%.
1.2.3 Gravitational lensing
According to general relativity, when light emitted by a background light source
passes through a gravitational field from massive object such as galaxy, galaxy
cluster, and black hole, the light will bend like in a lens. We call this phenomenon
gravitational lensing. The strength of the gravitational field determines the degree
of light bending. Analyzing the distortion of the background light source enables
us to study the nature of the gravitational field along line of sight.
The strong lensing analysis measures the curvature of rings of light formed
from the distorted image of background sources, known as Einstein rings, and
the position of multiple images to estimate the mass of the lens. The weak lens-
ing analysis can be used to estimate the mass distribution of celestial bodies on a
large scale through the statistical analysis of a large number of background source
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images, and is considered to be the best method of measuring dark matter in cos-
mology.
In fact, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) has stacked the signals of around
a third of a million galaxies to reveal that baryons compose only 10 percent of the
mass of most galaxies [28]. The Hubble Space Telescope SLACS survey also mea-
sures the mass distribution of throughout galaxies using gravitational lensing. All
results indicate that dark matter composes about 26% of matter in our Universe.
1.2.4 Bullet Cluster
Modified gravity, such as Modified Newtonian dynamics (MOND), F(R) or F(T)
gravity theory, as the name suggests, attempts to explain phenomena such as the
galaxy rotation curves by changing the way gravity works [29, 33, 37, 85, 169, 197,
199]. However, the observation of Bullet Cluster challenge this theory.
Figure 1.3: X-ray photo of the Bullet Cluster taken by Chandra X-ray Observatory.
Reproduced from [109].
The Bullet Cluster is composed of two colliding galaxies clusters. The be-
haviour of gas, the putative dark matter and cluster pair stars are different during
collision, which provide us the chance to study them separately. During the pro-
cess of collision, the stars of galaxies are not effected greatly. But the gases could in-
teract electromagnetically, which make the gases in two clusters much more slower
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than the stars. And in this process, the mass distribution required to explain the
lensing effects can be estimated. By comparing the mass distribution required by
lensing effects with the distribution of visible matter, we can check whether a the-
ory, either the dark matter model or the modified gravity, can explain observations
self-consistently. This observation is against the theories of modified gravity, be-
cause in these theories, the lensing would be follow the baryonic matter. But the
observation showed that the mass distribution required by lensing is bimodal with
peaks much closer to the centers of the two separate galaxy clusters instead a sin-
gle peak at the center of baryonic matter. On the other hand, according the dark
matter theory, we know dark matter only has gravity interaction. Thus, if we as-
sume most of the gravitation clusters come from two regions of dark matter. And
during the collision, they bypass the gas regions. This observation phenomenon of
Bullet Cluster can be well explained [46, 106, 111].
1.3 Candidate particles of dark matter
Despite the fact that that so many evidences support the existence of dark matter,
its composition remains unknown. Now, various particles are being investigated
as possible candidates of dark matter, including sterile neutrino [57], little Higgs
and so on. Based on this, many dark matter models have been developed.
1.3.1 Baryonic matter
Some researchers claim baryons are the dark matter. The main reason is that bary-
onic matter not only make up observable stars, such as planets and supernova, but
also includes less common objects, like black holes, brown dwarfs, neutron stars
and so on. These objects are very difficult to detect. However, several pieces of
evidence indicate that the majority of dark matter is not made of baryons:
• Through gravitational microlensing observations in the Milky Way, astronomers
have determined that only a small fraction of the dark matter can be in this
form [72, 126, 126, 176, 195].
• When backlit by stars, baryonic gas or dust is visible. Thus the trace of these
invisible objects still can be found as well. But the total mass of these objects
is much less than the estimation of mass of dark matter in galaxies clusters.
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• According to the predictions of the big bang theory, more baryons means
more heavy elements being synthesized during the Big Bang. To agree with
the observed abundances we require that baryonic matter is about 4% of the
critical density of the Universe. But the observations indicate that the total
invisible matter density make up about 30% of the critical density.
1.3.2 Non-Baryonic matter
Another possibility is that dark matter is composed of non-baryonic matter. Maybe
you can say “non-baryonic matter isn’t required to interact as strongly, if at all via
electromagnetism." Thus it can exist as various forms rather than invisible dense
objects. Hypothetical particles, such as gravitationally-interacting massive parti-
cles (GIMPs), sterile neutrinos, weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), su-
persymmetric particles, axions, are some of the most popular candidate particles
of non-baryonic dark matter [53, 57, 134].
On the other hand, non-baryonic matter revealed by its gravitational effects
since they nearly do not interact with the electromagnetic field. However, some
candidate particles can annihilate with themselves. This process perhaps produce
observable signal such as gamma rays. Of course, these provide good ways to
detect them [26].
1.4 L-cold dark matter model
L-cold dark matter model is a parametrization of the Big Bang cosmological model.
L-cold dark matter model is the simplest model so far. It can explain many prop-
erties of the Universe:
• the existence and structure of CMB;
• the large-scale structure of the distribution of galaxies;
• the The relative abundances of hydrogen, helium, and lithium in the Uni-
verse;
• the accelerating expansion of the Universe observed by distant galaxies and
supernovae.
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In L-cold dark matter model, L is the cosmological constant. It is associated
with a vacuum energy or dark energy. Dark energy can explain the current ac-
celerating expansion of the Universe. According to the general relativity, when
expansion of the Universe is accelerating, the cosmological constant acts as a neg-
ative pressure, p =  rc, where c is speed of light and r is dark energy density. L
cold dark matter model is based on at least 6 parameters [143]:
g < 0 g > 0
Physical baryon density parameter wbh2 0.02230 ± 0.00014
Physical dark matter density parameter wDMh2 0.1188 ± 0.0010
Reionization optical depth t 0.066 ± 0.012
The age of the universe t0 13.799 ± 0.021 ⇤ 109 years
Scalar spectral index ns 0.9667 ± 0.0040
Curvature fluctuation amplitude 42R 2.441
+0.088
 0.092 ⇤ 10 9
Cold dark matter is a dark matter model. “Cold" indicates that the speed of
dark matter is very small compared to the speed of light. “Dark" refers to its
weak interactions with photons. The reason of “cold" is that cold dark matter
can form early, gravitationally bound clumps. After that, the baryonic matter falls
into the gravitational potential of these clumps. So the first stars and galaxies can
be formed. Numerical simulations of galaxy formation matches the observation of
the CMB and structure observed by galactic surveys [170].
1.4.1 Cold dark matter halo
Cold dark matter halos are the main form into which dark matter collapses. They
are hypothetical structures that have decoupled from cosmic expansion and con-
tains matter bounded together by gravitational forces. Dark matter halos played a
major role in the process of formation of galaxies at early stage. At that time, the
temperature of the baryonic matter was too high so that they cannot form gravita-
tionally self-bound objects. Therefore, additional gravity from prior formation of
structure of dark matter is necessary.
The formation of dark matter halos began from small overdensities in early
Universe. These overdensities grew linearly due to gravitational instability, in-
creasing in size and amplitude, until they reached a maximum radius, the so-called
turnaround radius. Then the gravity dominated over the expansion of the Uni-
verses. The overdensities started to collapse and finally virialized. Afterwards,
they form gravitationally bound dark matter halos and stopped collapsing.
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Figure 1.4: Dark matter halo from cosmological N-body simulations. Reproduced
from [174].
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A dark matter halo is a 3-dimensional and nearly spherical object in contrast
to 1-dimensional sheet or 2-dimensional filament structure. In this thesis, I will
mainly focus on dark matter halos. But it should be noted that dark matter in
the Universe form much more complex structure with the halos connected by fila-
ments, the so-called cosmic web.
In cold dark matter model, the dark matter particles are collisionless. A simple
solution for a stationary, spherical and isotropic halo is the isothermal model, in
which case the halo has a uniform temperature at different radii and the gravity is
balanced by the motion of particles. The isothermal model predicts a radial density









where the singular density at the center is replaced by a flat core with density
r0 and radius rc. This model has a good fit to many observation data on rotation
curves, but in the realistic case a halo may deviate from the isothermal assumption.
For example, in the outer areas of dark matter halos, collapse perhaps never reach
an equilibrium state.
In contrast, large N-body cosmological simulations with cold dark matter have
shown that dark matter halos have a universal density profile, the Navarro-Frenk-








where rc and Rs are the characteristic density and scale radius of the halo, respec-
tively. Unlike the isothermal model, NFW profile fall off faster at larger radii. The
NFW profile is one of the most popular models for dark matter halos since it is
suitable for a large range of halo masses, from individual galaxies to whole galaxy
clusters.
These results are of great significance to the study of cosmology. In fact, the
observation illustrates a larger, approximately spherical dark matter halo embed
in the visible disk of the Milky Way Galaxy. And the density of the dark matter
drops with distance from the center of Milky Way Galaxy. The total mass of visible
matter is roughly 9 ⇥ 1010M . On the other hand, the total mass of dark matter is
approximately 0.6   3 ⇥ 1012M  [86].
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1.5 Candidates particles of cold dark matter
The model of cold dark matter alone provides very little information about the
properties information about the properties of the dark matter particles. We only
know it is electromagnetically neutral and it is stable on cosmological time scales.
Even its mass remains unknown. Scientists have proposed many potential parti-
cles as candidates for dark matter.
1.5.1 Weakly interacting massive particles
One popular cold dark matter candidate is the WIMPs. The main theoretical char-
acteristics of a WIMPs are:
• Large mass compared to standard model particles.
• Interacts either only through the gravity and weak nuclear force or the other
interaction with cross sections much smaller than that of the weak nuclear
force [87].
WIMPs can solve many cosmological and astrophysical problems. For example,
they also are well tested on large scales (& 10 kpc) by current observations. How-
ever, as cold dark matter, WIMPs face a number of potential problems on small
scales (. 10 kpc). These problems include [186]:
• Missing Satellites Problem: the N-body simulations predict that the number
of satellite galaxies in the Milky Way from N-body simulations of cold dark
matter is significantly more than the observation.
• Cusp-Core Problem, cold dark matter simulations shows that dark matter
halos have “cuspy" distributions, which means density increase steeply at
small radii. But most of observation of dwarf galaxies find that they have flat
central density profiles.
• Too-Big-To-Fail Problem, the most massive dark matter subhalos from cold
dark matter simulations are too dense to host the brightest satellite galaxies
of the Milky Way.
These problems inspire various alternative models such as warm dark mat-
ter and hot dark matter, which can be looked as variants of WIMPs dark matter
paradigm.
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The warm dark matter model is one of the popular dark matter solutions for
solving small scale problems. Through a cut-off in the matter power and free-
streaming, the formation of structure is suppressed on small scales. Therefore,
warm dark matter can address the too-big-To-fail problem and missing satellites
problem [103]. On the other hand, cores can be formed from warm dark matter
due to thermal velocities and Fermion degeneracy pressure [178]. Fig. 1.5 shows
that the relationship of core size rc and mass of warm dark matter particle mv
given by rc ⇠ m 1/2n . However, one problem arises: the core sizes in galaxies is
too small when we consider constraints from satellite abundance. For example,
in 2012, numerical simulations by Macciò et al. found that when satisfying the
constraints from large scale structure formation, the size of core rc ⇠ 10(20)pc for
warm dark matter halo with mass 1010M  (108M ). It is much smaller than the
size of core from the observation, e.g. rc ⇠ kpc in Fornax or Sculptor [104, 185].
This is so the called Catch 22 problem. Similarly, there are problems with hot dark
matter models as well. For example, the large-scale structure of galaxies would be
smeared out in hot dark matter model [153].
1.5.2 Ultralight bosons in cosmology
To solve the small-scale problems mentioned in last section, we introduce ultra-
light bosons, which could be composed of a scalar field with two parameters: self-
interaction strength and particle mass [119]. As a candidate particle of cold dark
matter, light (sub-eV), bosons show new phenomenology on small scales, < 10 kpc
but have similar behaviours as WIMPs on large scales, > 10 kpc [116,117]. The de-
viation from cold dark matter happens at the scale of the virial velocity de Broglie
wavelength of a halo. Based on this, particles with a mass of 10 22eV and velocity
of 100 km/s will present new features on kpc scales [117, 152]. For example, for
Fornax dwarf, using Jeans analysis, the mass of ultra-light boson is inferred to be
ma = 8.1+1.6 1.7 ⇥ 10 23eV [156].
1.5.3 Axions
Ultra-light axions is one possible composition of ultra-light bosons. Axions are hy-
pothetical elementary particles postulated in the PQ theory when Roberto Peccei
and Helen Quinn tried to solve the strong CP problem in quantum chromodynam-
ics (QCD) in 1977 [135].
There are four production mechanism of axion population:
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Figure 1.5: The size of core in a warm dark matter halo of mass M = 5 ⇤ 108M  as a


































Figure 1.6: Summary of probes and constraints of axion cosmology. Reproduced
from Ref. [112].
• Decay product of topological defect;
• Decay product of parent particle;
• Vacuum Realignment;
• Thermal population from the radiation bath.
Depending on the detailed models, the mass of different types axions have dif-
ferent values, see Fig.1.6.
Combined with astronomical observations, the axions are required to have a
very small mass and either an extremely weak electromagnetic interaction or elec-
tromagnetic interaction at all. Theories show that if the mass of axions is very low,
our Universe will be filled with Bose–Einstein condensate of axions. This makes
axions a very good candidate for dark matter [162].
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1.5.3.1 QCD axions
As the first axion model, the QCD axion is the historical starting point to the study
of axion cosmology. This specific axion is distinct from ultralight bosons. While
it is possible to use the quantum effects of the QCD axion in solve the small scale
problems of cold dark matter. the relevant mass range (10 10   10 4eV) is heavily
constrained. However, the QCD axion is a key component of the wider context
into which the study of ultralight bosons in embedded. It is therefore worthwhile
spending some time introducing this model here.
Within the QCD Lagrangian there exists a natural term which violates the com-





where Gµn is the gluon field strength tensor, G̃µn = eµnabGab/2, eµnab is Levi-
Civita symbol. The term of LqQCD predicts a non-vanishing neutron electric dipole
moment dn when qQCD 6= 0 [50],
dn ⇡ 3.6 ⇥ 10 16qQCD e cm. (1.4)
Naturalness arguments suggest we should expect qQCD ⇠ O(1). However, exper-
iments show that dn is extremely small. This "fine tuning" problem is the essence
of the strong CP problem. Increasingly precise measurements have constrained dn
to be smaller than 2.9 ⇥ 10 26e cm" [20]. This then gives us a limit on the QCD
parameter qQCD < 10 10.
In 1977, Peccei and Quinn found that the strong CP problem could be solved via
the introduction of a global chiral U(1) symmetry. After replacing the parameter
qQCD with dynamical field j, the Goldstone boson of the spontaneously broken PQ
symmetry can be described by







where fa and x are the axion decay constant and the colour anomaly respectively.
At the minimum of the effective potential j = qQCD fax , thus making the term of
CP violating be 0. This then explains the absence of the neutron electric dipole
moment and therefore solves the strong CP problem.
It was later realised that doing this also introduces a new particle that we now
know as the QCD axion. The mass of QCD axion is given by





This equation is independent of the specific model for the QCD axion. When the
decay constant fa is large, the QCD axion is both light and stable on cosmological
timescales. Therefore, it is a very promising candidate for dark matter.
At present, the most popular models for the QCD axion are:
• The Peccei-Quinn-Weinberg-Wilczek (PQWW) axion [187, 189];
• The Kim-Shifman-Vainshtein-Zakharov (KSVZ) axion [91, 160];
• The Dine-Fischler-Srednicki-Zhitnitsky (DFSZ) [55, 198].
1.5.3.2 Axions in string theory
String theory needs more than the standard four space-time dimensions. For in-
stance, the critical superstring requires 10 space-time dimensions, and M-theory
even needs 11 space-time dimensions [24, 73].
We usually need to roll up and make compact the extra dimensions to connect
the 10 or 11 dimensional string theory with the 4 dimensional real world. This is
process is known as compactification. In order to produce suitable phenomenol-
ogy including some chiral matter and unbroken SUSY, the compact manifold must
be Calabi-Yau [35]. The antisymmetric tensor fields exist in the supergravity char-
acterization of string theory. One possible case is that the antisymmetric partner
of the metric exist in all string theories. The Kaluza-Klein (KK) zero modes of an-
tisymmetric tensors of Calabi-Yau lead the emergence of axions [191]. The Hodge
numbers of the compact manifold determine the number of axions.
1.6 Detection of dark matter particles
As we have seen, there are many astronomical evidence for the existence of dark
matter. Therefore, it is highly pressing that we detect this dark matter particle. In
fact, attempts to do so are already underway.
One of prediction is that dark matter can recoil off of the nuclei of atoms and
emit photons as they pass through the earth. This provides us with a possible
method to detect the dark matter. In order to decrease the interference from cos-
mic rays, such experiments need to operate deep underground to maintain a low
background. There already exist several such underground laboratories. These in-
clude as Laboratory Nazionali del Gran Sasso(LNGS) [122] (currently the largest
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underground research center in the world), China Jinping Underground Labora-
tory [194] and Sanford Underground Research Facility [9] as well as many others.
Most of these experiments use noble liquid or cryogenic detector technologies.
Cryogenic detectors can detect the heat from particles colliding atoms in a crystal
absorber. Noble liquid detectors can detect scintillation produced when particles
collide with the nuclei of the liquid of argon or xenon. Both of these techniques
focus on distinguishing between background particles and dark matter particles.
In contrast with laboratories built underground, many attempt instead to de-
tect the decay or self-annihilation of dark matter [44, 68, 82]. For example, in areas
with high dark matter density, two particles of dark matter can annihilate to pro-
duce Standard Model particle–antiparticle pairs or gamma rays [120]. This pro-
vides a good way to search for the presence of of dark matter in outer space.
Many experiments try to look for such emission. Examples of such experiments
include the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope (GLAST) and the Alpha Magnetic
Spectrometer(AMS-02) [17]. GLAST is a space observatory constructed to perform
gamma-ray astronomy. AMS-02 is a particle physics experiment module installed
on the International Space Station [8].
On the other hand, directly producing the dark matter particles is an alterna-
tive method to detect dark matter. Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the Large Elec-
tron–Positron Collider (LEP) and some other largest particle accelerators can be
used to detect possible dark matter particles.
1.6.1 Detection of Axion dark matter
Significant efforts are also being made to detect axion dark matter. Two of the
main types of direct detection experiments employed are haloscopes and helio-
scopes [16]. Haloscopes attempt to detect the axions which make up the dark mat-
ter in our local neighbourhood, while helioscopes attempt to detect axions that
have been produced in stars, namely the Sun, via the Primakoff effect. Both of
these types of experiment primarily measure the axions coupling to photons gfg,
however experiments measuring the couplings to other SM particles also exist.
One of the most famous haloscopes is the Axion Dark Matter eXperiment (ADMX)
[16]. The main mechanism is to detect photons converted from axions in a mi-






where ra is the local density of axions, Qa is the ratio of spread axion energy to
energy, B0 is the strength of magnetic field and V, Q and C are the volume, quality
factor and the mode dependent form factors of cavity respectively. As an axion
dark matter detector, ADMX requires a large local density of axion dark matter, ra.
ADMX achieves its high sensitivities by tuning their cavity to be in resonance with
specific axion masses. However, this makes constraining a wide range of masses
very slow and so far ADMX has only been able to rule out a comparatively small
range in the mass-coupling plane, QCD axion with 10 6eV . ma . 10 5eV, i.e.
decay constant fa ⇠ 1012GeV.
In response to this situation, other haloscopes have been proposed including
the ORPHEUS experiment [151], MADMAX [110] and TOORAD [114] to name a
few. There are also experiments proposing the use of novel technologies such as
SQUIDs [115], and LC-circuits [163]. Additionally, ADMX have plans to extend
their current constraints [16]. These experiments all try to detect QCD axion dark
matter via the two-photon coupling. A summary of some of the experiments men-
tioned are presented in Fig. 1.7. Combined, these experiments are ability to detect
the QCD axions with wider mass range, 10 8eV . ma . 10 2eV.
One other particularly interesting proposed haloscope is the Cosmic Axion
Spin Precession Experiment (CASPEr) [32], which employ two new strategies.
These experiments don’t depend on the “standard" two-photon coupling. The
mechanism CASPEr experiments will measure the spin dependence of the cou-
pling between axions and nucleons. Through spin-polarizing samples in the ap-
plied magnetic field and looking for spin-precession by techniques of nuclear mag-
netic resonance, we can detect the interactions.
CASPEr-Electric exploits the coupling of axions and (f/ fa)TrGG̃, which pro-
mote the electric dipole moment (EDM) coupling. Therefore, CASPEr-Electric ex-
plores the defining characters of QCD axions. In phase 2 CASPEr-Electric can de-
tect the QCD axion with fa & 1016GeV.
On the other hand, as our Earth moves through the dark matter halo, the dark
matter “wind" can pass through the Earth. This also provide us a good method to
search axions. CASPEr-Wind can detect the coupling of the axial nuclear current
and axions, or the coupling of the induced spin-dependent force and axions at this
time. The projected sensitivities of CASPEr-Wind show that it will not be sensitive





























































Figure 1.7: A small sample of some of the existing (solid) and proposed (trans-
parent) experimental constraints on the axion-photon coupling. The yellow band
indicates the range of parameter space in which different models of the QCD axion
predict the particle to be. Produced using the public code provided by Ref. [132]
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Unlike most haloscopes, helioscopes are broadband searches and therefore ap-
ply constraints on the ultra-light axions we are interested in. To date, the most
sensitive helioscope is the CERN Axion Space Telescope (CAST) [12, 14, 22]. This
experiment uses a 9T refurbished test magnet from the LHC to try to convert ax-
ions produced in the sun into detectable photons. For axion masses ma . 10 2 eV,
CAST constrains the axion-photon coupling to gag . 0.66 ⇥ 10 10 GeV. This only
just about reaches the constraints derived from considering the cooling of horizon-
tal branch stars [76]. However, these constraints will soon by surpassed by the
International AXion Observatory (IAXO) as shown in Fig.1.7.
1.6.2 Thesis Overview
In this dissertation, we start in Chapter. 2 with mainly introducing boson stars
and our numerical methods. In Sec. 2.1, we show some properties of boson stars.
In Sec. 2.2, we introduce the solutions of boson stars of Gross-Pitaevskii-Poisson
(GPP) equations. After that, we introduce the relationship between boson stars
and dark matter halos in Sec. 2.4. Our numerical method and simulations are in-
troduced in Sec 2.5 and Sec 2.6.3
Chapter. 3 studies the formation and evolution of boson stars and halos. We
firstly introduce theory of condensation of bosons in Sec. 3.1. In Sec. 3.2.3 we study
the formation and saturation of boson stars for bosons without self-interaction. In
Sec. 3.3.1 and Sec. 3.3.2 we study the evolution of bosons with both attractive and
repulsive self-interactions. In Sec.3.4, the strong attractive self interaction has been
considered. This chapter primarily is based on our publication [41].
The study of turbulence creation in the merger of boson stars is outlined in
Chapter. 4. In Sec. 4.1, I give a general introduction to the mechanism of quantum
turbulence. After that, I perform numerical simulations of the mergers of multiple
boson stars and analyze the turbulence creation and their properties in systems,
see Sec. 4.2.
In Chapter 5, I summarize my dissertation, and provide an outlook about the
extension of my current work.
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Chapter 2
Boson stars and numerical methods
2.1 Boson stars
Boson stars are hypothetical astronomical objects which are composed of scalar
particles in their ground state. For this type of star to form, there must exist a
stable boson with self-repulsive force that balances the gravity [96]. Ultra-light
bosons are good candidates due to the quantum pressure. Since ultra-light bosons
are prominent dark matter candidates, understanding the formation and evolution
of these boson stars may be the key to understanding the nature of dark matter.
2.1.1 Compact boson stars
In 1967, by solving the coupled Einstein-Klein-Gordon equations, David J. Kaup
demonstrated the possible existence of compact boson stars theoretically [88]. The








where gµu is metric tensor, G is gravity constant, R is gµuRµu, Rµu Ricci tensor, and
natural units, h̄ = c = 1, are used. The matter is represented by SM. For a complex




gµu∂µf⇤∂uf   V(|f|2), (2.2)
where f⇤ is the complex conjugate of f and V(|f|2) is the potential of the scalar




gµuR =  8pGTµu(f), (2.3)
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gµu(gab∂af⇤∂bf + V(|f|2)). (2.4)
Boson stars may have condensed due to gravity during the primordial stages
of the Big Bang [107]. The solution of f shows that the strong gravity of a compact
boson star could significantly bend the light passing by. This creates an empty
region similar to the shadow of the event horizon of a black hole. On the other
hand, compact boson stars would be transparent and invisible because there is
no interaction between boson star and photons other than gravity. However, a
compact boson star, as a invisible celestial object, would attract ordinary matter
from its surroundings [121].
Some astronomical observations provide support for the existence of such ob-
jects. For instance, several observations imply the existence of a supermassive
compact dark object at the center of Sgr A⇤ [69]. Some have claimed that this
supermassive compact dark object a supermassive black hole. However, it has
been shown that if the compact object is a supermassive black hole, its luminosity
would exceed 1040 erg s 1. However, after correcting the attenuation of gas and
dust, observations find the luminosity to be less than 1037 erg s 1. Obviously, ob-
servations deviates from predictions. This is known as the ’blackness problem’. In
contrast, the dynamical data and observed luminosity of the center of Sgr A⇤ can
be explained by the existence of a massive boson star [177, 183].
In addition, it is extremely difficult to observe low-brightness astrophysical
compact objects by current electromagnetic telescopes. But gravitational wave as-
tronomy allows us to detect these stars in Universe. The analysis indicates that the
gravitational signature from merger of compact boson stars can be distinguished
from other astrophysical objects such as black holes and neutron stars [27]. This
provides a good way for us to search for boson stars as well as dark matter in the
future.
2.1.2 Non-compact boson stars
Solving Einstein equation is always difficult. But for bosons in the non-relativistic
limit, i.e. low density and low velocity, the metric tensor of weak gravity field can
be approximated as
g00 =  1 + 2V, gii = 1   2V, gij = 0 (i 6=j). (2.5)
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Therefore, the metric tensor can be written as
ds2 =  (1 + 2V(~x, t))dt2 + (1   2V(~x, t))(dx2 + dy2 + dz2). (2.6)
Ultralight bosons can be described by a classical scalar field f, as discussed at
length in the literature [3, 56, 75, 144, 172, 180, 188]. The potential of the scalar field








f4 + ..., (2.7)
where m is the particle mass, fa is the decay constant, and natural units, h̄ = c = 1,
are used. The plus-minus sign before the f4 term corresponds to repulsive (+)
and attractive ( ) self-interaction, respectively. In this paper, we define the dimen-
sional self-coupling constant as g ⌘ ± 18 f 2a . [15, 98, 164].
If the bosons are very light, the occupation number must be very high to make
up all of the dark matter in the Universe. Therefore, we can describe bosons as a













Minimizing this action, we derive the Klein-Gordon equation
f̈2   m2f   2m2gf3 = 0 (2.9)






Combining the Eqs. 2.9, 2.6 and 2.10, we find that the complex wave function




y =   1
2m







One peculiar feature of ultralight bosons is that they exhibit properties similar
to that of a superfluid. To understand this, we can use Madulung transformation
to convert the GPP equations into the Madelung equation,
ṙ + r(rv) = 0,
























iS, and v = rS/m. The Madelung equations are written in
terms of hydrodynamical variables, similar to the Navier-Stokes equations of fluid
dynamics. The second term on the right hand side of Eq. 2.1.2 can be interpreted
as a quantum pressure.
For some bosons, such as fuzzy dark matter, the self-interaction is very weak
compared to gravity, thus we can neglect the term of g|y|2y, and GPP equation













Similarly, when self-interaction dominate systems, the GPP equation can be sim-




y =   1
2m
r2y + mVy + g|y|2y. (2.13)
Solving the time-independent SP, GP or GPP equations, we find that the fi-
nite energy ground state solution of these systems is a soliton: a localized lump
of boson energy density held together by the competing forces of gravity, self-
interactions, and gradient energy [81, 113, 158, 188]. Such solitonic solutions are
also known as non-compact boson stars.
To date, no analytical solution of solitions has been found. Therefore, to study
solitions, we must employ numerical methods. In numerical simulations, we rewrite
Eq. 2.11 in a dimensionless form by making the substitutions x = ex/(mv0), t =
et/(mv20), V = eVv20 and y = eyv20
p
m/(4pG), g = eg 4pG/v20, as given by Ref. [99],
where v0 is a reference velocity, e.g. the characteristic velocity of the initial state.






er2 ey + eV ey + eg| ey|2 ey, (2.14)
er2 eV = | ey|2   en, (2.15)
2.2 Soliton solutions to the GPP equations
Boson stars with self-interaction exhibit different phenomena to those without [100].
For example, a strong attractive self-interaction can overcome the quantum pres-
sure and lead to the collapse of boson stars. Alternatively, repulsive self-interaction
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can make the radius of boson star larger [108]. Here, we obtain numerical solu-
tions of boson stars with attractive and repulsive self-interaction by solving time-
independent GPP equations and give their best-fitting function.
Our ansatz for stationary solution is given by
y(r, t) = y(r)e iEt. (2.16)





E   V(r)   g|y(r)|2
i
y(r), (2.17)
r2V(r) = |y(r)|2. (2.18)
Here we have written the equations in dimensionless form as Eq. 2.14 and 2.15 and
dropped the tildes over the dimensionless quantities for simplicity. The soliton
solution is the eigenstate of Eqs. 2.17 and 2.18 with the lowest eigenenergy under
the boundary conditions
y(0) = y0, (2.19)
y0(0) = 0, (2.20)
y(•) = 0, (2.21)
V0(0) = 0, (2.22)
V(•) = 0. (2.23)
In practice, Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) can be solved numerically using the shooting
method. To do this we first let V(0) = V0, E = E0 and integrate the equations out-
ward from r = 0; Next, we adjust the values of V0 and E0 and repeat the integration
until the boundary conditions given by Eqs. (2.21) and (2.23) are satisfied.
It should be noted that the GPP equations have the following scaling symmetry
{r, t, y, E, V, g} ! {l 1r, l 2t, l2y, l2E, l2V, l 2g}, (2.24)
where l is an arbitrary none-zero parameter. Using this scaling symmetry, we
can transform one soliton solution to another solution that has a different central
density r0 = |y0|2 but the same g2r0.
For a scalar field without self-interaction, i.e. g = 0, it has been shown that the










where r0 is the central density and core radius rcore is defined as the radius where
the density drops to half of the central density, rcore = 1.308r 1/40 . As such only
one of the parameters, r0 or rcore, is required to determine the core profile
However, when the self-interaction is non-negligible, we will need an addi-
tional parameter g2r0 to determine the soliton profile. As g2r0 approaches 0, we
expect that the soliton has the same density profile as Eq. 2.25. Therefore, assume
in the general case the soliton density profile has a form of
rsoliton(r) = r0







where a and b are functions of g2r0 only. When gr20 ! 0, we require that a ! 2,
and b ! 8.
We first consider the case with attractive self-interactions, i.e. g < 0. As is well
known, there exists a critical mass above which a boson star with attractive self-
interactions is unstable [38, 39]. In Fig. 2.1, we show the total mass of the boson
star,
p
|g|Mtotal, with respect to its central density, g2r0. As expected,
p
|g|Mtotal
increases with g2r0 and reached a maximum value, 12.72, at g2r0 = 0.52. When
the central density increases further, the soliton solution becomes unstable and its
total mass decreases as the central density increases.
Figure 2.1: Total mass of boson star with attractive self-interactions (g < 0) as a
function of the central density.
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In order to obtain the fitting formula for the density profile, we also need to
know how the core radius depends on g and r0. Figure 2.2 shows the core radii
of boson stars with different central densities. As can been seen, when g2r0 ⌧ 1,
the core radius rcore µ r 1/40 , recovering the relation seen in the case without self-

















where a is a free parameter needed which we determine by fitting the numeri-
cal results. We find the best-fit value of a is 1.375. Note that the solution with
g2r > 0.52 is unstable as discussed previously, but we include all the solutions
with 10 4 < g2r0 < 102 in the fitting process so that we can correctly get the
transition between two limits: rcore µ r 1/40 and rcore µ r
 1/2
0 .
Figure 2.2: Core radius of boson star with attractive self-interactions (g < 0) as a
function of the central density. Circles: numeric results. Solid line: fitting function,
Eq. 2.27.
To determine the parameter a and b for each solution, we first fix the core radius
using Eq. 2.27. Then we fit r2r(r) within the range 0.01rcore < r < 5rcore. The best-
fit a and b for different g2r0 are shown in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. We find
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that the dependence of a and b on g2r0 can be well fit by










The best-fit values for ai and bi (i = a, b, c) are listed in Table 2.1.
Figure 2.3: Parameter a in the fitting formula Eq. 2.26 for the case with attractive
self-interactions (g < 0). Circles: numeric results. Solid line: fitting function,
Eq. 2.28.
Similarly, we can find the relation between rcore and r0 for the case with repul-











4b , g2r0  1.5,
c, g2r0 > 1.5,
(2.30)





which gives a constant core radius. We find the best-fit b = 0.710752, and c =
1.86543. Fig. 2.5 shows the fitting formula of rcore (solid line) compared with the
numerical results (circles).
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Figure 2.4: Parameter b in the fitting formula Eq. 2.26 for the case with attractive
interactions (g < 0) as a function of the central density. Solid line: fitting function,
Eq. 2.29.
Figure 2.5: Core radius of boson star with repulsive self-interactions (g > 0) as a
function of the central density. Circles: numeric results. Solid line: fitting function,
Eq. 2.30.
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As in the g < 0 case, we also fit r2r(r) within the range 0.01rcore < r < 5rcore
to the the results obtained from numerical wave function. However, here we have
fixed b at 8 as allowing b to be a free parameter only marginally improves the fit.
For the dependence of a on g2r we take the same form as in Eq. 2.28. The best-fit
values ai are listed in Table 2.1. A comparison between the fitting function of a
and the one obtained from numerical results is shown in Fig. 2.6 1. We have fitted
the soliton density for 10 4 < g2r < 10, but we note that Eq. 2.26 can not well
describe the soliton density at very small radii when g2r & 1. In those cases, the
Thomas-Fermi-like solution Eq. 2.31 is more accurate at r < rcore.
Figure 2.6: Parameter a in the fitting formula Eq. 2.26 for the case with repulsive
self-interactions (g > 0) as a function of the central density. Circles: numeric re-
sults. Solid line: fitting function, Eq. 2.28.
For other approximate soliton solutions with and without self-interactions, see
Refs. [94, 95].
1When we derive a for each soliton solution by fitting Eq. 2.26 to the numerical results, we fix
the core radius using Eq. 2.30 which is not smooth at g2r0 = 1.5. So the values of a with respect to
g2r0 we obtain (circles) has a small fluctuation around that density.
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bb 1.29355 b = 8
bc 0.122718
Table 2.1: Best-fit parameters for the soliton density with attractive (g < 0) and
repulsive (g > 0) self-interactions.
2.3 Dynamical numerical simulations of ultralight bosons
Obtaining analytical solutions of Eq. 2.11 always is very difficult. Thus dynamical
numerical simulations provide a useful way to solve Eq. 2.11. In fact, in addition
to ultralight bosons models, numerical simulations help us to know the formation
and evolution of galaxies for any other dark matter models from now on. Two
properties define the simulations of ultralight bosons: initial conditions and dy-
namics. Modified initial conditions or dynamics help us understand the evolution
of different situations for cold dark matter models. A large number of algorithms
have been used in cosmological simulations. Two examples are spectral method
and finite difference [41, 99, 124, 154, 155, 157]. The adaptive mesh refinement is
widely used as well since the higher resolutions required.
Current research typically focus on large scales, ⇠ l. However, the size of
boson stars in halos, ⇠ 1/(mv), is much small than the l, which therefore requires
simulations to have very high resolution. This is a significant challenge for solving
Eq. 2.11. For example, for the ultralight boson with mass, m ⇠ 10 22eV and a
velocity, v ⇠ 100km/s. The de Broglie wavelength is roughly equal to 1kpc, which
is much smaller than the large scale structure we tend to focus on, l > 1Mpc. For
this reason, much of the research so far has involved simulations being limited to
very small box sizes. Another method is to numerical solve the fluid formulation,
Eq. 4.2. The variables of Eq. 4.2 are v and r [123, 182]. Here, only the large scale
flows need to be captured. This makes high spatial resolution unnecessary.
2.4 Relationship of halos and non-compact boson stars
We have known that both Dark matter halos and boson stars could be important
forms of cold dark matter in the Universe. In 2014, Hsi-Yu Schive et al. studied
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the mass relationship between boson stars, Mc, and the mass of the surrounding
haloes, Mh, in their cosmological simulations of the bosonic matter.







r2 ey + a eV ey,
r2 eV = 4pm
⇣




where the time is normalized to dt = ( 38p H
2
0Wm0)
1/2a 2dt, and y is normalized to








Here Wm0 is matter density parameter, H0 is Hubble parameter, rm0 is background
mass density, and V the gravitational potential.
Through numerical simulations, Hsi-Yu Schive et al. found that all collapsed
haloes form a soliton at their center. The solitions are the ground state solution of
the SP equations, see Fig. 2.7 [155]. The halo contains a central soliton of radius
rc ⇠ ldB and an outer profile coinciding with cold dark matter haloes, i.e. NFW
profile. The task of halo modelling is to find transition radius ra, where the soliton
profile (Eq. 2.25) transits to an NFW profile (Eq. 1.2). Hsi-Yu Schive et al. find the
following relationship between solitons and their surrounding halos,
M⇤ = a 1/3M1/3halo, (2.34)
where they define M⇤ to be the mass bound within a sphere of radius rcore where
the density drops to half of the central density, see Fig. 2.8.
However, the transition from the solitons to the halos don’t occurs at exactly
rcore, as shown in Fig 2.9. In fact, halos in simulations show the radii of solitons
to be several times larger than rcore, see Fig. 2.8 and 2.9. In 2018, Victor H. Robles
et al. found that the halo of ultra-light bosons transitions from soliton to NFW at
ra = arcore. They found the value of a to be dependent on the mass of the halo
with values of 2 and 3 for halos of masses 1010M  and 1012M  respectively [147].
In order to obtain the value of a, we define the total density profile,
r(r) =
⇢
rsol(r) 0  r  ra,
rNFW(r) ra < r  rvir.
(2.35)
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Figure 2.7: Snapshots of boson stars collision simulation. Panel (a) shows the den-
sity projection at the initial stages. Panels (b),(c) show the density projection at the
intermediate stages. Panel (d) shows a dense core stay at the center of the halo.
Reproduced from [155].
We impose continuity of density at ra
rsol(ra) = rNFW(ra) , (2.36)












Cosmological simulations suggest values of a ⇠ 3, see Fig 2.10. In addition,
simulations illustrate that the transition occurs when the total quantum kinetic
energy density is roughly equal to the potential energy density.
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Figure 2.8: The left panel shows the density profile of halos. Dashed lines are the
examples at different redshifts at 0 < z < 12. The solid lines are soliton solution,
see Eq 2.25. Dot-dashed line is the NFW profile given by Eq. 1.2. the right panel
shows core-halo mass relation. Reproduced from Ref. [155]
Figure 2.9: Solid line is the radial density profile of halo with ultra-light bosons.
Dashed line is the profile of halo with no ultra-light bosons, i.e. not quantum
effect. The left panel is a dwarf-size halo, Mhalo = 1010M , and the right panel is a
Milky-Way size halo, Mhalo = 1012M . Reproduced from Ref. [147]
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Figure 2.10: Range of a. Reproduced from Ref. [147].
2.5 Pseudo-Spectral Method
The Pseudo-Spectral method is a good method to numerically solve time-dependent
SP, GP or GPP equations since it converges faster and is more accurate that other
numerical methods [65].
Pseudo-Spectral methods were first proposed by Kreiss and Oliger in 1972,
which are numerical methods closely related to the spectral methods. Spectral
methods are used to solve partial differential equations in applied mathematics
and scientific computing, in which the solution is represent by a combination of
orthogonal basis functions. In comparison, the pseudo-spectral method represent
functions on a quadrature grid. The evaluation of certain operators are simplified.
The speed of calculation can increase greatly as well.
The process of using Pseudo-spectral methods to solve Schrödinger equation
is as follows. We write the kinetic operator as K =   12r2, potential operator as




= Hy(~x, t). (2.38)
This equation can be solved iteratively
y(~x, t + dt) = e iHdty(~x, t), (2.39)
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where dt is time step. Due to the canonical commutation relation of K and W, we






where kj and vj are parameters. This equation has the general Campbell-Baker-
Hausdorff expansion,
’Ni (etidtKevidtV) = exp(dt(eKK + eVV + dteKV [K, V] + dt2eKKV [K, [K, V]]
+dt2eVKV [V, [K, V]] + .....))
(2.41)
where all the error coefficients eT , eTV , eVTV , etc, are calculable functions of ki, vi
where eT = ÂNi=1 ki, eV = Â
N
i=1 vi.
2.5.1 Second Order Algorithm
For the second order algorithm, we can take a specific level of expansion
e i(K+W)dt⇡ exp( i 12 Kdt) exp( iWdt) exp( i
1
2 Kdt)





This relationship can be proven easily when we Taylor expand left term of this
equation,
e iHdt = e i(K+W)dt = 1   i(K + W)dt   1
2
(K2 + KW + WK + W2)dt2 + eO(dt3).
(2.43)
Combing the equations
e iKdt = 1   iKdt   1
2
K2dt2 + eO(dt3) (2.44)
e i
1




W2dt2 + eO(dt3), (2.45)
we obtain
exp( i 12 Kdt) exp( iWdt) exp( i
1
2 Kdt)
= 1   i(K + W)dt   12(K2 + KW + WK + W2)dt2 + eO(dt3).
(2.46)
Thus we can confirm that this equation is accurate to second order on dt. We can
calculate K in Fourier space, and W in real space.
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2.5.2 Fourth Order Algorithm
Compared with the second order algorithm, fourth order algorithm shows better
accuracy. Similarly, we expand e i(K+W)dt in forth order
GM1 = ... exp(dtt0W) exp(dtv1K) exp(dtt1W) exp(dtv2K) exp(dtt2W) (2.47)
where t0, v1, t1, v2, t2 are parameters, and "..." means that it is symmetric with re-
spect to the right hand term of the equation. The order condition requires that [42]
w =
q


























As before, we calculate K in Fourier space, and calculate the W in real space.
2.5.3 Fast Fourier transform
K =   12r2 =
1
2 p
2 needs to be calculated in Fourier space, but W = V(x, t) is
computed in real space. Thus we use the Fourier transform y(x) to y(p), and
inverse Fourier transform y(p) to y(x). Fast Fourier transform (FFT) provide a
good way to do these processes efficiently.
FFT was first derived in 1805, but was not widely used until 1965. FFT is a
method of fast calculating the discrete Fourier transform of a sequence or similarly
inverse discrete Fourier Transform (IFFT). In addition to computational cosmology,
FFT is widely used in music, engineering as well as many other fields. One of the
most popular fast Fourier transform algorithms is the Cooley–Tukey algorithm.
We can regroup the items in the DFT formula on the time (spatial) domain, which
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is decimation-in-time,
X[p] = ÂN 1n=0 x[n]e
 j(2pnp/N), p = 0, 1, ...., N   1
= Ân=even x[n]W
np





























where we set WnpN = e
 j(2pnp/N). This method can reduce the amount of compu-
tation cost from O(n2) to O(n log n), where n is the data size. Of course, This is
just an example of the Fastest Fourier Transform, we still can regroup the items
in the DFT formula in the frequency domain. There are many other algorithms
such as Prime-factor FFT algorithm. Each of these have their own advantages and
can be applied to different situations. Therefore, it is very important to choose a
suitable algorithms for our purposes. We use the Fastest Fourier Transform in the
West (FFTW) which supports a variety of algorithms and choose the best one [67].
FFTW is a software library developed by Matteo Frigo and Steven G. Johnson.
2.6 Application of codes
Based on previous mentioned numerical methods, we have developed a code to
simulate the bosonic system with self-gravity and possible self-interactions. The
code is highly stable thus very suitable for studying the long-time evolution of the
system. We have also added the support for GPU acceleration and optimize the
GPU memory cost. This provides a 6   7⇥ speed-up compared to the pure CPU
code.
2.6.1 Quantum harmonic oscillator
Firstly, we use a single quantum harmonic oscillator in one dimension to test the













2ex2 is the potential energy of the quantum harmonic oscillator and ew is














Numerically solving Eq. 2.55, we find the simulation results | ey(ex,et ⇠ 100)| coin-
cide with the initial condition | ey(ex,et ⇠ 0)|, as shown in Fig 2.11. Thus we can
confirm our codes is reliable since the |y(x, t)| = y(x, 0) for this bound solution.






Figure 2.11: Comparison of the initial condition | ey(ex,et ⇠ 0)| (black dotted line)
and simulation results | ey(ex,et ⇠ 100)| (red solid line)
2.6.2 Colliding of two boson stars
The process of the collision of two equal mass boson stars with certain velocities
has been studied by Argelia Bernal et al in 2006 [25]. They found that as two
boson stars move toward each other, they form interference pattern where they
overlap. After a while, if the two boson stars are not bound, they will pass through
each other completely and continue to travel apart independently. This is a very
credible conclusion. It was also confirmed in several subsequent studies [92, 157].
This therefore provides us with a very good way to verify the code.
Argelia Bernal et al. consider two boson stars with gravity. Thus we consider








ey(e~x,et) = i ∂
∂et
ey(e~x,et), (2.57)
4pder = r2 eV. (2.58)
We use the same parameters as Bernal et al. in Ref [25]. Setting the distance





The wavefunction of left boson star is given by
y(~ex, 0) = 1
(1 + (0.230(
p
(ex + 15)2 + ey2 + ez2 + 15))2)4
e3iex. (2.60)
The wavefunction of right boson star is given by
y(~ex, 0) = 1
(1 + (0.230(
p
(ex   15)2 + ey2 + ez2   15))2)4
e 3iex. (2.61)
Here the velocity, ev = reS/m.
Fig. 2.12 shows the process of collision of the two boson stars. We can see two
boson stars start with an initial separation of of 30 at et = 0. Then they gradually
move towards each other until they eventually collide. At time = 5, the two boson
stars overlap completely and produce a clear interference pattern. Subsequently,
they pass through and move away from each other. We also compare the interfer-
ence pattern with theoretical prediction, and find them to be in close agreement,
as shown in Fig. 2.13. All of these simulation results match the results of Argelia
Bernal et al. [25]
2.6.3 Code accuracy
In the previous section, we introduced second-order and fourth-order algorithms.
We can use the relative error of the total energy conservation during the collision


























= Kr + Kv + Wgravity + Wself,
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Figure 2.12: Collision of two boson stars. This shows the density evolution
| ey(ex, 0, 0,et)|2.
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Figure 2.13: Comparison of the theoretical and simulation results of | ey(ex, 0, 0,et)|2
at et ⇠ 5. The red line is the theoretical results and blue line is simulation results.
where Kr is the quantum pressure, Kv is the ’classical’ kinetic energy, Wgravity the
gravity energy, and Wself is the internal energy. The internal energy is zero in this
test since we consider the case with no self-interactions (g = 0).
Fig. 2.14 shows the relative error of the total energy conservation with respect
to time for the second order algorithm and the fourth order algorithm. We can see
that the fourth order algorithm is more accurate compared with the second order
algorithm despite the fact that the time step size is p times larger.
2.7 Conclusion
As hypothetical astronomical objects, the study of boson stars is a good way to
understand the nature of ultra-light bosons as a candidates of dark matter. For
compact boson stars, we have the possibility to detect their unique feature from
observations. One example is the possibility of the existence of a boson star in
Sgr A⇤ which fits the dynamical data and observed luminosity of the center of the
Galaxy [177, 183]. In addition, current electromagnetic telescopes can not detect
dark matter. However, gravitational wave astronomy may provide us a method
for detecting dark matter since the gravitational signature from merger of compact
boson stars would be distinct from other astrophysical invisible objects such as
black holes [27].
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Figure 2.14: Relative errors of the total energy with respect to time for different
order algorithm.
The study of non-compact boson stars is currently a very popular and active
area of research. Here, we try to obtain numerical solutions of boson stars with
different self-interaction by solving time-independent GPP equations and derive
their best-fit functions. These results have many applications. We have shown the
relationship between the masses of dark matter halos and their central boson stars
to be M⇤ µ M1/3halo. Additionally, we have shown that the transition radius, where
the density profile of the halo transits from a soliton profile to a NFW-like profile,
ra ⇠ 3rcore.
In order to solve the time-dependent GPP equations, we introduce the pseudo-
spectral method. In fact, as partial differential equations, the analytical solutions of
the various time-dependent GPP equations, are always very difficult to obtained.
In order to solve this problem, several numerical methods have been proposed,
such as finite-difference and pseudo-spectral methods. However, the latter has
been shown to provide both higher accuracy and stability [65,141]. This is one rea-
son why it is widely used in dynamical simulation of ultralight bosons in cosmol-
ogy [25, 60, 71, 99]. Here, we implement this method with high-order time integra-
tion. Using GPU acceleration and optimizing the GPU memory cost, we confirm
that the code produces more accurate results using less computing time compared
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to previous second-order time integration algorithm.
Firstly, we solve the simplest model, evolving the bound solution of quantum
harmonic oscillator in one dimension. We find that the evolution of bound solution
in numerical simulations almost perfectly fit the theoretical predictions, |y(x, t)| =
y(x, 0).
Secondly, we test the classical simulations in the study of boson stars, collid-
ing of two boson stars with certain velocity, which was first studied in 2006 [25].
By comparing to existing results, including theoretical prediction and simulation
results, we find that in all of our simulations the numerical code we developed
works as expected. As shown in Fig. 2.12, the two solitons travel towards each
other, producing a distinctive interference pattern, before passing through each
other completely and traveling apart in opposite directions. This interference pat-
tern also fits the theoretical prediction very well. Furthermore, we also find our
code produces more accurate results by studying the energy conservation.
These tests provide us confidence to repeat and verify more research with higher
accuracy and efficiency. Of course, we have more chances to obtain reliable and in-
teresting new research results in the future.
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Chapter 3
Formation and evolution of boson
stars and halos/miniclusters
3.1 Theory of condensation of bosons
In 2018, Levkov et al. found that the gravitational interactions between distant
bosons are important for the condensation of bosons [99]. A Boltzmann collision
process isn’t suitable to describe the evolution of a statistical ensemble of bosons
with gravity when they are too dense. The reason is that we cannot treat the colli-
sion as a process only involving two bosons for this situation.
Based on this theory, Kay Kirkpatrick et al. argue that for bosons with the
short range self-interaction, we still can not use the Boltzmann collision process
to describe it as well [93]. This is because the de Broglie wavelength is not small
than cube-root of the bosons number density n1/3 despite the fact that the mean
free path of self-interactions small compared to n1/3. Thus we have ratio of length
scales,
ldBn1/3   1. (3.1)




d3x exp( ipx)hy(x + x/2)y⇤(x   x/2)i. (3.2)
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2   n), (3.3)
where D 1 is the Green’s function of the poisson equation in Eq. 2.11. This can be
expanded by Wick’s theorem since we will set initial distribution y as a Gaussian
random field, see Sec 3.2.1. The non-Gaussianities occur later due to weak gravity

















where the connected part h·iconn ⇠ O(G) is small and gives O(G2) contribution to
Eq. 3.3.
We substitute Eq. 3.3 and 3.4 into Eq. 3.3 and express all two-point functions
via fW , Eq. 3.2. This gives non-local equation,
D f
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We note that Eq. 3.5 are T-symmetry if St fw = 0. Therefore, the two-point functions
are time-reversal symmetric, which make them unable to dominate the relaxation
of bosons in the system. Thus only the scattering integral St fW ⇠ O(G2) con-
tributes to the relaxation of bosons. Eq. 3.5 takes the form of
∂t fW = St fW . (3.6)
Thus, the scattering integral determines the condensation time of bosons in the
system.
For a halo with radius, R, we can Taylor expand fw in Dx/R ⌧ 1 and DpldB ⌧
1 if dx ⌧ R. Finally, the term St fW can be find as







is the one-particle Hamiltonian with the averaged gravitational potential hVi, the
coherence length,ldB = 1/vvir with vvir the virial velocity. For hVi, we have
r2hVi = 4pGm(
R
d3p fW   n). In addition, O(e3) terms are time-reversal sym-
metric as well. This means that St fW is the only term which can cause the con-
densation of bosons. The remaining terms, apart from O(e2), in Eq. 3.7, are the
same as the Vlasov-Poisson (VP) equations. The gravitational scattering time scale
dominates the scattering integral,
St fW ' fW/s, (3.9)
where fW ⇡ 6p
2n
mv3 and s is the transport Rutherford cross section of gravity or
self-interaction scattering.
3.1.1 Transport Rutherford cross section
Calculating the transport Rutherford cross section of gravitational interaction is
not a difficult task. Using the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, we can obtain










where q = 4k2sin2 q2 , m is the mass of the particles, k = mv is the particles mo-
mentum, Vgravity(r) =  Gm/r is the gravitational potential, sgravity is transport
Rutherford cross section, W is the solid angle [30]. Finally, we can obtain sgravity =














which is given in terms of the radius of miniclusters, R, characteristic velocity, v,
and density, n, of the minicluster, f = 6p2n/(mv)3 is the phase-space density, and
b is a fitting parameter. The value of b is related to the types of initial mass and
momentum distribution [99, 155].
However, there is currently some disagreements regarding the transport Ruther-
ford cross section for self-interaction. Levkov et al. believe that sself = m2g2/(2p) [99].
However, Kay Kirkpatrick et al. claim that sself is proportional to g [92]. To date,
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no one has verified their results through theory or numerical simulations. This
dispute is not the focus of our research topic. The details of this disagreement are
therefore beyond the scope of this thesis.
If we assume that sself is proportional to g2, the ratio of condensation time of









where tself is the condensation time due to self-interaction. Using Eq. 3.12, we
can estimate the effect of self-interaction and gravity on the condensation of boson
stars.
For example, for a system of typical QCD axions with velocity, v ⇡ 10 9, and
decay constant fa ⇡ 1011GeV [164], we have tgravity/tself ⌧ 1, thus gravity plays a
much more important role in the condensation process.
On the other hand, if the claim by Kay Kirkpatrick et al. [92] is correct, i.e. the
relaxation rate due to self-interaction is proportional to |g| rather than g2, a much
shorter condensation time for self-interaction is expected. However, for typical
QCD axions gravity still dominates the condensation process.
3.2 Simulation of condensation of Bosons
3.2.1 Initial conditions
We set up two isotropic initial conditions in the momentum space:
• Gaussian-distributed bosons [99], |y~ep|
2 = eNe ep2 in a periodic box of size
L, with random phases arg ỹp̃, where N ⌘ nL3 is number of non-relativistic
bosons in the box. Performing an inverse Fourier-transforming y~ep, we obtain
an isotropic and homogeneous initial distribution y(~x, 0).
• Delta-distribution bosons [99], |y~p|2 = Nd(|~p|   mv0) in a periodic box of
size L. Performing an inverse Fourier transform on y~peiS with S a random
phase, we also obtain an isotropic initial distribution in position space, y(~x, 0).
3.2.2 Formation of miniclusters and condensation of bosons stars
with only gravity
For the bosons with only gravity (eg = 0), the GPP equation can be simplified
to SP equations. Using Gaussian-distributed bosons as initial conditions, we nu-
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merically evolve the SP equation using Pseudo-spectral method. The formation of
Boson stars is shown in Fig. 3.1. We can see a dense object occur atet = 1.1 ⇤ 106, see
the right panel of Fig. 3.1. The left panel of Fig. 3.2 shows the radial density profile
of this object from this most dense point. It can be seen that the profile coincides
with the density profile described in Eq. 2.25. Thus we confirm that a boson star
has been condensed within the box. The evolution of maximum ey is shown in the
right panel of Fig. 3.2. We see that its value remains approximately constant until
et = 1.1 ⇤ 106. Furthermore, after nucleation, boson stars start to acquire more mass
from the surrounding field, with an initial mass growth rate µ t1/2.
Figure 3.1: Formation of Bose star from random field with initial distribution from
y(~x, 0) µ e ep2 . Total mass eN = 628.3, box size eL = 125. Left: Projection of density
at et = 0. Right: Projection of density at et = 1.1 ⇤ 106.
So far we have assumed that a homogeneous ensemble in the box correctly de-
scribes central parts of dark matter halos. Now, we study the isolated halos/miniclusters
themselves to verify this assumption. In order to study isolated halos/miniclusters,
we run simulations in a box of size eL > 2p/ekJ where ekJ = (4en)1/4 is the dimen-
sionless Jeans wavenumber, since non-relativistic boson gas forms clumps at scales
larger than 2p/ekJ due to Jeans instability [90]. This initial distribution follows from
the uncertainty principle: exact knowledge of ~p gives complete uncertainty in ~x.
Numerically solving the SP equations, we observe the formation of of a boson star
and its surrounding halo/minicluster. One example is shown in Fig. 3.3 with a box
size eL = 18 and total mass eN = 1005.3. We can see a minicluster forming gradually
from et ⇡ 10 to et ⇡ 30. After that, a dense and nearly spherically symmetric object
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Figure 3.2: Formation and growth of Bose star from random field with initial dis-
tribution from y(~x, 0) µ e ep2 . Total mass eN = 628.3, box size eL = 125. Left: Radial
profile of the object (colored dots) in Fig. 3.1 solitonic profiles (solid lines) as given
by Eq. 2.25 with the same central densities at et = 1.1 ⇤ 106. Right: Maximum of ey
over the box as a function of time.
appears and grows in the center of the minicluster. We find that the radial density
profile of the minicluster from this most dense point coincides with the density
profile of a soliton solution at 0 < er < 1 (soliton density profiles are described in
Eq. 2.25), and a power law at er > 1 (see Fig. 3.4). We also find that there is always
one, and only one, boson star formed in each minicluster1. The region outside the
boson star has a radial density profile consistent with cold dark matter on scales
larger than the de Broglie wavelength, and with granular structure below it. These
results are fully consistent with results of Refs. [60, 99, 155].
By repeating such simulations many times with unique randomly generated
initial conditions, we also verify the condensation time is fit to Eq. 3.11, see Fig. 3.5(a,b),
and b = 0.7 for Delta-distribution bosons, b = 0.9 for Gaussian-distributed bosons.
3.2.3 Saturation of boson stars in axion miniclusters
After condensation, boson stars have been shown to acquire mass from the sur-
rounding gas of particles, with the subsequent growth rate
M⇤(t) ' M⇤,0




where M⇤ is the mass of the boson star, M⇤,0 is the mass of boson star at t =
tgravity [99].
1We will see later that there are situations in which mutliple boson stars are formed.
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Figure 3.3: Snapshots of the density field from one simulation with eN = 1005.3,
eL = 18. (a) Projected density at the initial time. (b) Projected density at et = 10,
which shows that minicluster is forming in the box. (c ) Projected density at et = 30.
(d) Projected density at et = 200. A single dense object is visible at the centre of the
minicluster.
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Figure 3.4: Density profiles of the minicluster at different times (colored dots) com-
pared with solitonic profiles (solid lines) as given by Eq. 2.25 with the same central
densities.
The question arises as to whether the growth in Eq. 3.13 continues forever or
saturates. We know immediately after a boson star has been formed, its growth
rate is in accordance with Eq. 3.13. As this boson star grows, surrounding bosons
become gravitationally bound to it in a halo or atmosphere (the minicluster sur-
rounding the star). The halo surrounding the boson star contains granular struc-
ture on the scale of the de Broglie wavelength, which can be modelled as consisting
of transient “quasi particles" [81, 155]. As the boson star grows in mass, its radius
contracts. At a particular mass, M⇤,sat, the size of the boson star will be of order
of the granular structure. At this time, it has been conjectured that the hot atmo-
sphere will reach virial equilibrium with the star, causing the mass growth to slow
down [60]. The transition has been predicted occur at vvir⇤⇡vhalo [60], where vvir⇤
and vhalo are the viral velocity of the boson star and minicluster respectively. We
call this time the saturation time, tsat. The saturation time is estimated by con-
sidering the viral velocity in the gravitational potential of the soliton, which is
approximately given by. [81]
vvir⇤(M⇤)'GM⇤m. (3.14)
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Figure 3.5: Time to Bose star formation in the cases of Gaussian and Delta initial
distributions. Note that the tgr of Gaussian initial distributions are shifted up-
wards (tgr ! tgr ⇤ 10) for clearly purposes. The dotted line is real tgr obtained by
Eq. 3.11
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where M⇤,sat is the boson star mass at the saturation time, v⇤,sat = vvir⇤(M⇤,sat),
Rhalo is the radius of the halo and vhalo is the virial velocity of the halo [60].
Due to computational limitations, the prediction of the saturation of boson stars
has not been verified previouly [60, 99]. In the rest of this subsection, by running a
large number of numerical simulations past the estimated saturation time t > tsat,
we are able to demonstrate that the growth of boson stars in miniclusters indeed
saturates as predicted.
Fig. 3.6 shows the evolution of mean, normalised and stacked mass of boson
star for our ensemble of simulations. The boson stars form at t ⇡ tgravity. We find
the growth rate of mass of boson stars µ et1/2 at t . 10tgravity, falling to µ et1/8
at the the saturation time. Therefore, we know when the size of the boson star
becomes smaller than the granular structure in the surrounding halo, the boson
star growth saturates and drops to µ et1/8 at the transition time, as predicted by
Eq. 3.15. Therefore, the saturation of boson star growth indeed occurs in our sys-
tem, and the asymptotic mass growth rate of the boson star matches the theoretical
prediction [60].
Furthermore, we find that during the final stages of evolution, the mass of bo-
son star at saturation time is proportional to eNa, where eN is the total mass in the












Here eM⇤,i(a) is the boson star mass normalized by eNa, eM⇤,mean(a) is the mean
value within a specific time bin (see Fig. 3.6 for more explanations). We only in-
clude the data at t/tgravity > 20. Figure 3.7 shows sa calculated for each set of sim-
ulations with the same box size (colored lines) and the combined sa including all
simulations (black line). We find that the mean fractional deviation is minimized
at a ⇠ 0.45, which is close to the value we would expect from the core mass-halo
mass relation found in previous studies [155], i.e. eM⇤ µ eM1/3halo µ eN
1/3.
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Figure 3.6: The mean stacked mass of boson stars evolution (solid lines) for differ-
ent box sizes eL = 25, 20, 18, 15 and total mass eN = 691, 754, 817, 880, 942, 1005, 1131.
The data from simulation with the same box size eL but different total mass eN are
divided into 500 time bins. The shaded regions show the 1   s intervals. The time
and mass of boson stars are normalized by the condensation time, tgravity and the
total mass, eN1/3691 , where eN691 = eN/691. Note that here tgravity is computed using
Eq. (3.11) for the initial configuration, i.e. R = L, v = v0, and n = N/L3, to avoid
ambiguities in the definitions of halo radius and density.
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Figure 3.7: Mean fractional deviation from the fitting formula eM⇤,sat µ eNa. The
colored lines show the results from simulations grouped by box size, while the
black line shows the results combing all simulations.
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3.3 Axions with self interaction
3.3.1 Axions with weak attractive self interaction
Levkov et al. predict that sufficiently weak attractive self-interactions, like those
of the QCD axion, have a negligible effect on boson star formation [99]. How-
ever, this prediction has not been directly demonstrated. For bosons with weak
attractive self-interaction, such as QCD axions with v ⇡ 10 9, and decay con-
stant fa ⇡ 1011GeV, where fa =  1/
p
 12g, we obtain an estimate on the self-
interaction coupling of eg ⇡  10 2 . We run some simulations at this range of eg.
One of these simulations is shown in Fig. 3.8. We can see the process of formation
of the minicluster and condensation of the boson star. This process is similar to
the pure gravity case shown in Fig. 3.3. The radial density profiles of the miniclus-
ter and analytic profiles of soliton with and without self-interactions are given in
Fig. 3.9 and ref Eq. 2.26 and Eq. 2.25, respectively. We discover that the radial den-
sity profile of the minicluster coincides with the density profile of a soliton solution
at 0 < er < 1. We also see that the case with the correct value of eg provides a better
fit. The evolution of maximum density from simulations with different strength
of self-interactions compared with the case without self-interactions is shown in
Fig. 3.10. These results support the theoretical prediction of Ref. [99] that gravity
dominates the system and the effect of self-interactions is negligible in the early
stages of boson star evolution.
As the central density continues to grow, however, the effect of self-interactions
becomes increasingly important. We thus find that at large values of |eg|, the bo-
son stars collapse at a critical mass, see Fig. 3.10 [38–40, 101]. Above the critical
mass, the boson star is unstable to perturbations. The attractive self-interaction in
Eq. 2.17 overcomes the quantum pressure and boson stars shrink at an accelerated
pace developing huge boson densities in the center when maximum density reach
the critical value ⇠ 0.43/eg2. Combining the relationship of Eq. 2.24, we know the
critical mass of collapse is inversely proportional to
p
eg, in accordance with the
theoretical critical mass, Mcr µ 1/(m
pg) [39, 40] (see also in Sec. 2.2).
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Figure 3.8: Snapshots of the density field from one simulation with eN = 1005.3,
eL = 18, eg =  0.007. (a) Projected density at the initial time. (b) Projected density
at et = 10, which shows that minicluster is forming in the box. (c) Projected density
at et = 30. (d) Projected density at et = 48. Compared with the case without self-
interactions, the boson star formed at the center is denser.
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Figure 3.9: Density profiles of the minicluster at different times (colored dots) from
simulations of the GPP equations with eg =  0.007. Solitonic profiles given by Eq.
2.26 and Eq. 2.25 are plotted in solid and dashed lines, respectively.
3.3.2 Bosons with repulsive self-interactions
In this subsection, we study the evolution of some other candidates for dark matter,
bosons with repulsive self-interactions 2.
By simulating the GPP equations with different positive values of eg in a box of
size eL = 18 and total mass eN = 1005.3, we find miniclusters form and dense objects
appear in the center of the miniclusters for sufficiently weak g̃, see Fig. 3.11(a-c).
The density profiles of the dense objects in the cases with eg = 0.01 and eg = 0.1
are shown in Fig. 3.12, which can be well fit by the density profiles of solitons given
by Eq. 2.26. Thus, we confirm that solitons are condensed in the minicluster.
The evolution of maximum density with repulsive self-interactions is shown in
Fig. ??. The evolution of the maximum density with eg = 0.01 coincides with the
case without self-interaction (eg = 0) at early times. This is similar to the case with
weak attractive self-interactions. However, at later times when et > etsat, the growth
rate of the maximum density diverges from the case with no self interactions. The
growth rate decreases with increasing eg as expected.
2The linear theory of bosons with repulsive self-interactions, and constraints on the allowed
interaction strength of dark matter, are studied in Ref. [36].
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Figure 3.10: Maximum density growth with respect to time from simulations
assuming different self-interaction couplings: eg = 0 (without self-interactions),
eg =  0.000005, eg =  0.001, eg =  0.007, eg =  0.01, and eg =  0.012. The box
size eL = 18 and the total mass eN = 1005.3. The horizontal dashed lines mark the
densities which satisfy ereg2 = 0.52, when the boson star will collapse.
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Figure 3.11: Snapshots of the density field at et = 200 from simulations in a box of
size eL = 18 and total mass eN = 1005.3 assuming different eg.
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Figure 3.12: Density profiles of the miniclusters from simulations (colored dots),
compared with solitonic profiles (solid lines) as given by Eq. 2.25 and Thomas-
Fermi approximation [108] [Eq. (2.31)] with the same central densities.
However, with repulsive self-interactions, the radius of the boson star is larger
compared to the case with no self-interactions (see Fig. 3.12). Thus for boson stars
with the same central density, the mass of the ones with repulsive self-interactions
is larger. To quantify how many particles condense in different cases, we look at
the mass growth of boson stars, see the left panel of Fig. 3.13. We find that while
the central density growth is slower for larger positive g as shown in the right
panel of Fig. 3.13, the mass growth of boson stars is actually faster with increasing
g indicating that repulsive self-interactions promote the condensation process.
3.4 Formation of multiple boson stars
It is possible that bosons can have even larger values of attractive self-coupling.
Thus studying the evolution of these bosons are necessary as well. For bosons
with attractive self-interactions, we have shown in Sec. 3.1 that when |eg| is very
small, gravity dominates the early stage evolution in systems, and leads to the
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Figure 3.13: Left: Mass growth of boson stars with respect to time from simulations
assuming different eg (Note that the case with g = 10 is not shown since no boson
star was formed). Right: Maximum density growth with respect to time from
simulations assuming different eg. The box size and total mass were eL = 18 and
eN = 1005.3 respectively.
formation of a single boson star per box 3. The situation can be very different if |g|
is very large, and self-interactions dominate the early stages of evolution [11]. In
order to analyze these systems, we can use Eq. 4.2. Firstly, the quantum potential






















where r is the mean density of systems, d is overdensity of systems. Substituting
these expressions into Eq. 4.2, we can introduce the governing equation for linear











Here we have neglected the Hubble friction term and assumed the cosmic scale
factor varies slowly on time scales we are concerned with so that it can be treated
3In cosmological simulations [21, 155, 182], one boson star forms in each halo as it separates out
from the cosmic expansion during gravitational collapse. We have verified that this occurs also in
our simulations with an expanding background spacetime.
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as a constant. It is then easy to show that dk will grow exponentially when
k2J <  2rg + 2
q
r(rg2 + 4pGm2), (3.21)
i.e. the growth of the linear perturbation is unstable, thus the overdense regions
will quickly undergo nonlinear collapse.
The instability scale kJ is determined by the strength of gravity and self-interactions.
For different values of g and r, we have:
• rg2 ⌧ 4m2pG. Gravity dominates, miniclusters form first. After that, one
boson star forms in the center of each minicluster.
• rg2 ⇡ 4m2pG. Gravity and self-interactions both play important roles. A
gravitational bound minicluster may contain multiple boson stars formed
from local overdensities.
• rg2   4m2pG. Self-interactions dominate. The condensate can fragment
and form multiple boson stars due to self-interactions before a gravitational
bound object forms.
To test this hypothesis, we run simulations with very strong attractive self-
couplings. For comparison, we also simulate the GP equations ignoring gravity
under the same initial conditions.
Fig. 3.14 shows the evolution of the system simulated using GPP equations
with eg =  0.04. We can see the formation of a minicluster, Fig. 3.14 (a-c). After
that, several boson stars form in the system, Fig. 3.14 (d).
Fig. 3.15 (a) and (b) show the systems simulated using GPP equations and GP
equations with eg =  1.0 at et = 1.0. We can see two boson stars condense in the
dense areas in Fig. 3.15 (a), but not in (b), suggesting that the gravity can promote
the condensation of boson stars slightly even when self-interactions are strong.
Fig. 3.15 (c) and (d) show the cases with eg =  80. Comparing results from GPP
equations with the ones from the GP equations, we don’t find a big difference.
Therefore, we conclude that the self-interactions dominate the evolution of boson
stars alone in some extreme systems.
In fact, Eq. 3.12 shows the self-interactions can be ignored if  0.53 . eg < 0 for
a system with box size eL = 18, total mass eN = 1005.3, and characteristic velocity
ev ⇠ 1. But our simulation shows self-interactions are important even for eg =  0.04
at the late stages of evolution (see Fig. 3.14 (c) and (d)). We think the reason is that
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at these times, the characteristic velocity increases due to gravitational collapse
making the gravitational condensation less efficient.
In a cosmological setting, the extreme condensate fragmentation observed in
our simulations caused by strong self-interactions would spoil the hierarchical na-
ture of cosmic structure formation. However, these results could be applicable
to fragmentation of the inflation condensate (e.g. Ref. [130]) or to condensates in
condensed matter.
Figure 3.14: Snapshots of the density field from simulations of the GPP equations
in a box of size eL = 18, and total mass eN = 1005.3. The self-interaction coupling
constant eg =  0.04. Note that due to resolution limit, we can not resolve the
central region of the densest object, so we cutoff the projected density in the plot
at ⇡ 1500.
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Figure 3.15: Snapshots of the density field from simulations of the GPP equations
(left column) and GP equations (right column). We pick eg =  1 (first row) and
eg =  80 (second row). The box size eL = 18, and the total mass eN = 1005.3.
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3.5 Conclusions
By means of numerical solution of the dynamical Gross-Pitaevskii-Poisson equa-
tions, we studied the formation and subsequent growth of boson stars inside grav-
itationally self-bound halos. We demonstrated a series of new phenomena in the
solutions, which had not been seen before in the dynamical regime. Our simula-
tions are local, not cosmological, and so our conclusions apply in all cosmological
models that possess the correct environments.
In the case with no self-interactions beyond gravity, we demonstrated the satu-
ration of boson star growth. We ran simulations for times long compared to the
dynamical timescales, i.e. t   tsat > tgravity, and much longer than those of
Ref. [99]. In this regime of boson stars we observed a transition from relatively
fast mass growth, µ t1/2, to much slower growth, µ t1/8, in accordance with the
prediction made by Ref. [60]. We attribute this to the formation of a gravitationally
bound and virialised atmosphere around the boson star, suppressing further mass
growth by coupling the condensation time to the boson star’s virial temperature.
Another interesting phenomenon is that we discover no significant difference
for the end stage evolution of mass of boson stars (see Fig. 3.6) normalized by
eNa µ eMahalo. The best-fit value of a is 0.45, which is broadly consistent with the
core mass-halo mass relation found in previous cosmological simulations, i.e. a =
1/3 [155].
In any case, our observation of a reduced boson star growth rate at late times ex-
plains why boson stars in virialised halos in cosmological simulations (e.g. Refs. [60,
154, 182]) are only observed to grow very slowly compared to the other gravita-
tional timescales, and thus populate an almost constant in time core-halo mass
relation (see also Ref. [58], which considers the effect of mergers). The saturation
of boson star growth will play a role in fixing the cosmological mass function of
boson stars formed of axions and ALPs in all cosmological scenarios, although we
leave a quantitative study of this to future work.
Our results in the case of attractive self-interactions demonstrated for the first
time that boson stars can grow via accretion and reach the critical mass for col-
lapse Once the critical mass is reached, relativistic simulations are needed. The
relativistic simulations of Refs. [77,98] began with super-critical stars, and showed
that these stars lead to either ejection of relativistic bosons and a massive remnant
(nova) if fa . Mpl, or, for weak self-interactions, fa & Mpl, collapse to black holes.
Our dynamical simulations show that it is possible to reach such critical nova state
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dynamically before saturation. This implies that such a star could undergo a se-
ries of novae in its lifetime. This could have implications for the abundance of
relativistic particles in the Universe. If the bosons produced can be converted into
visible photons, as is the case for axions and axion-like particles, the nova ejecta
could even be observed. We leave for future work the study of he expected rates
in realistic models. The regime of weak coupling is applicable to the QCD axion,
and so we have demonstrated that such novae could occur for models where the
QCD axion composes the dark matter. However, further study is required to deter-
mine in which astrophysical environments or cosmologies QCD axion novae are
expected to occur in abundance.
In the case of very strong attractive interactions, we demonstrated that these
can dominate over gravity and lead to fragmentation of the condensate into many
small, dense regions. Such fragmentation has not been seen before in simulations
including gravity. This has implications for the fragmentation of the inflaton con-
densate during the reheating epoch [125, 130].
Our results in the case of repulsive interaction demonstrated that such an inter-
action can promote boson star formation. We showed for the first time that the sta-
ble Thomas-Fermi-like solution, which has been studied often in the literature on
scalar field DM (e.g. Refs. [108]), can be reached dynamically via gravitational ac-
cretion. Repulsive self-interactions change the mass-radius relation of boson stars,
and we have shown that these solitons can also be formed dynamically via conden-
sation. A realisitic formation mechanism for such states also has implications for
the gravitational wave searches for exotic compact objects [70], and could be used
to predict the expected signal rates in gravitational wave detectors [45]. Given the
sign and strength of the interaction required in this case, the formation of Thomas-
Fermi condensates is not applicable to the QCD axion, but could occur in more
generalised ALP or scalar field dark matter models with strong attractive self in-
teractions.
In summary, we have demonstrated new results on the dynamical formation
and growth of boson stars in a collection of different models, including self-gravity,
attractive and repulsive self-interactions. Our results have applications to future
terrestrial, astrophysical, and cosmological observations searching for new types
of bosons across a wide range of scales.
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Chapter 4
Turbluence creation in the process of
merger of boson stars
In fluid dynamics, turbulence is a particular type of fluid motion. It is characterised
by the chaotic changes which occur in the flow velocity and pressure. Turbulent
flows are distinctly different from another type of fluid motion known as laminar
flow. The laminar flow is that the fluid flows in layers which don’t mix with each
other when the flow velocity is very small. [23].
Turbulence is a very common phenomenon in nature: the flow of water through
a pipe, the exhaust gas discharged from a factory chimney or coffee being stirred
by a spoon. All of these phenomena demonstrate turbulence. Fig. 4.1 is a diagram-
matic sketch which shows the transition from laminar flow to turbulence flow.
The key characteristics of turbulence is below: The first feature is their irregu-
larity. As such, we can only describe the turbulence statistically as opposed to de-
terministically. The second feature of turbulence is its diffusivity. Turbulence can
increase the rate of energy density transportation in a fluid. Therefore, the fluid is
able to reach thermal equilibrium faster. The third key feature of turbulence is dis-
sipation. Through viscous shear stress, kinetic energy within the fluid is converted
into internal energy. This makes the turbulence dissipate. The rate of dissipation
depends on the intensity of viscous shear stress. The forth feature is rotationality.
Turbulence possesses non-zero vorticity and powerful three-dimensional vortex
generation mechanism. This is so-called vortex stretching. Generally speaking,
Due to volume conservation of fluid element, vortex stretching can make vortex
perpendicular to the stretching direction much thinner. This leads to the decom-
position of larger flow structure into smaller structure. This process will continue
until the kinetic energy of structure can be converted into heat by molecular vis-
cosity of the fluid.
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Figure 4.1: The transition from the laminar flow to turbulence flow. Reproduced
from [31].
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Under most common conditions, all fluids experience flow resistance, called
viscosity, which controls the transition from laminar to turbulent flow and causes
the turbulence to decay. For example, after stirring a cup of coffee, it will even-
tually return to rest. However, we know that there exist a special class of fluids
known as superfluids [1], which were first discovered in liquid helium by John
F. Allen and Pyotr Kapitsa in 1937. The key feature of this fluid is that it has no
viscosity or flow resistance, which means that the flow around a closed circuit will
continue forever.
However, turbulence still can occur within a superfluid despite the lack of vis-
cosity. This was first proposed theoretically by Richard Feynman in 1955 [63] and
was quickly confirmed through experiments [166].
Based on what is known as the Kolmogorov turbulence cascade scenario [131],
one feature of turbulence is the existence of coherent structures, which are long-
standing phenomena in turbulence. The coherent structure may even have corre-
lations between different length scales that differ greatly. The latter property indi-
cates local scale coupling. Quantum vortices can be considered as the existence of
coherent objects in quantum turbulence.
Due to the the nonlinearity in turbulence, we use numerical methods to ex-
amine quantum turbulence by vortex creation and annihilation using the concept
from the case of classical fluid turbulence [43]. We investigate the case in which
ultralight bosons are dominated by gravity. Ultra-light bosons can be seen as a
quantum superfluid since no viscous force between particles exists. We know that
turbulence can make the mass distribution of a fluid uniform. In addition, thermal
equilibrium will be faster. Thus the research of quantum turbulence of ultra-light
bosons can help us to understand more deeply the mass distribution and evolu-
tion in our Universe. We used a high-precision algorithm to study the generation
of turbulence in the merger of several boson stars (all bosons are in a condensed
state), and successfully verified the results by Mocz et al. [124]. After that, we
extended to the cases including self-interactions, and found that turbulence also
exists in this case.
4.1 Fluid Formulation
We begin with the fluid equations,
ṙ + r(rv) = 0 (4.1)
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For bosons with only gravity, we can set g = 0. Naively, we might assume that
vortices can not exist since the velocity field is a gradient flow, r ⇥ v = r ⇥ rS =
0. However, the phase S is undefined at positions with r = 0. Thus vortices can
appear and rotational flows set in when S is a multi-valued function. If density
r vanishes and the quantum potential term, r
2prp
r diverges, S will occur multi-
valued. Thus vortices always exist in the area where |y|2 ! 0 [43], i.e. locations of
destructive interference, which occur generically for a complex wavefunction.
4.1.1 Power spectrum of turbulence









where Lbox is the box side length [19]. For the mechanically driven turbulence
in classical fluid, we have a classical Kolmogorov scaling E(k) µ k 5/3, which
was first proposed by Andrei N. Kolmogorov by dimensional analysis in 1941.
We define L0 to be the length dimension, T0 is time dimension and M0 is mass





It should be noted that E(k) in Kolmogorov’s theory is not energy, but the kinetic
energy per unit wave number range and per unit mass of matter. The total energy
per unit mass needs to be obtained by integrating E(k) over the wave number. The
wave number is defined as k = 2pL . This corresponds to a dimension of k
0 = 1L0 .











Because energy is transferred step by step in turbulence, a reasonable assumption
is that the energy on a certain scale is related to the scale and energy flow, that is
E(k) µ eakb. (4.8)
Through dimensional analysis, it is not very difficult to obtain a = 23 , b =  
5
3 .
According to the self similarity of turbulence, Kolmogorov theory assumes that e
is constant on all scales. So the Kolmogorov scaling is
E(k) µ k 5/3. (4.9)
However, the situation for quantum superfluid is different. The power spec-
trum is proportional to k 1 rather than k 5/3 since local flows around the vortex
lines dominate the fluid velocity. We can derive the asymptotic behavior of the
power spectrum from the spectrum of one vortex. The transverse velocity around
a vortex |v?| scales as |r| 1. Therefore, the Fourier component, |vk| µ k 1, which
mean that the spectrum is proportional to k 1. If the vortices in systems are only
weakly correlated, the total spectrum can be obtained by summing all vortex spec-
tra. So the power spectrum is still proportional to k 1 at small scales. In addition,
since the vortex loop occupies a region of measure zero, the zero-separation contri-
bution dominates the vortex-vortex two-point correlation function. Therefore, the
power spectrum still keeps as k 1.
These theoretical prediction have been proved by Tzihong Chiueh et al firstly
[43]. They consider evolution of free bosons. Through solving the time-dependent,
Schrödinger equation, i ∂∂t y =  
1
2mr2y, evolving from a random-phased initial
distribution, they found vortex creation, annihilation and interactions in quantum
turbulence. Furthermore, they found that the energy power spectrum of quantum
turbulence is proportional to k 1 in small scales [43].
4.2 Turbulence in merges of boson stars
In 2017, Mocz et al. extended results of Tzihong Chiueh et al to scalar particles
with gravity. They found the vortex creation in the process of mergers of boson
stars with gravity using a second order Pseudo-Spectral method [124]. In our
study, we begin by verifying these results using higher precision methods since
we have implemented the higher precision fourth-order method, see Sec.2.6.3. On
the other hand, many candidate particles of ultra-light bosons own weak attractive
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self-interaction, such as the QCD axions. In Section 3.3, we showed that such self-
interactions can play an important role in the dynamics. Therefore, in this chapter,
we investigate the effect of self-interactions on vortex creation and turbulence.
4.2.1 Merger of boson stars
We begin by creating a gravitationally bound DM halo from the merger of a num-
ber of boson stars. Numerically solving the SP equations at box size 30 < eL < 100
and number of boson stars 5 < Nstar < 20, we observe the merger of boson stars
and its surrounding halo/minicluster. One example is shown in the left panel of
Fig 4.2: box size eL = 40 and 10 same boson stars, total mass N = 266 at different
positions. We can see the boson stars, see the left panel of Fig 4.2(a). We can see a
boson stars merge gradually from et ⇡ 10 to et ⇡ 30. A dense core exist in the center
of halo, granule-like structure with similar size as the core is seen all round the
halo, see the left panel of Fig 4.2(d). We find that the radial density profile of the
minicluster from this most dense point coincides with the density profile of a soli-
ton solution at 0 < er < 1 (soliton density profiles are described in Eq. 2.25), see the
right panel of Fig 4.2. These results are fully consistent with results of Refs. [?,155].
On the other hand, we study the merger of boson stars with weak attractive
self interaction. For the convenience of comparison, we also simulated 10 boson
stars with the same quality in box size eL = 40 and total mass N = 266. Their
initial positions are the same place as the case without self interaction. Comparing
Fig 4.2(d) and Fig 4.3(d), we still can see the merger of boson stars and core occur
in the box, i.e. Here we set eg =  0.007.
4.2.2 Turbulence in halos/miniclusters
For bosons with gravity, our simulations provide strong evidence of existence of
turbulence everywhere due to identification of vortex lines, located at |y| ! 0,
see left panel of Fig. 4.4. These filamentary structures are source of turbulence,
which has been proved in Sec. 4.1. The middle panel of Fig. 4.4 shows the phase
of wavefunction phase, S. Near the filamentary structure, we can see that sin S
drops from ⇡ 1 to ⇡  1. This indicates the discontinuities of S. The right panel
of Fig. 4.4 is 3D volume rendering of vortex line, which also illustrate vortex lines
exist everywhere in the box. Vortex line reconnection arises from vortex collision.
Fig.4.5 show details of vortex line reconnection. In addition, the turbulent structure
exist everywhere except inside boson stars.
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Figure 4.2: The left panel is snapshots of the density field from one simulation
with 10 same boson stars in different positions. The box size eL = 40 and the total
mass eN = 258. (a) Projected density at the initial time. (b) (c) Projected density
at et = 10 and et = 30, which shows several boson star has merged together. (d)
Projected density at et = 200. All boson star meger together. A single dense object
is visible at the centre of the dark matter halo. The right panel is density profiles
of the minicluster at et = 200 (colored dots) compared with solitonic profiles (blue
lines) as given by Eq. 2.25 with the same central densities.
Figure 4.3: The left panel shows Snapshots of the density field from one simulation
with 10 same boson stars. The box size eL = 40 and the total mass eN = 258.
(a) Projected density at the initial time. (b) (c) Projected density at et = 10 and
et = 30, which shows several boson star has merged together. (d) Projected density
at et = 200. The right panel shows the density profile of the minicluster at et = 200
(colored dots) compared with solitonic profile, eg =  0.007, (blue lines) with the
same central densities.
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The left panel of Fig. 4.6 shows the energy power spectrum of our simulations.
The simulations show Ev2(k) is proportional to k 1 rather than k 5/3 at large k.
The system is more akin to a thermally-driven counterflow analog Gross-Pitaevskii
system than one which is mechanical driven. The right panel of Fig.4.6 confirms
this conclusion statistically as we vary number of boson star at 10, 15, 20 and total
mass, eN within the range [200, 1000].
Figure 4.4: The left panel is the density slice of the minicluster at et = 200. The
middle panel shows the wavefunction phase S at et = 200. The right panel is 3D
volume rendering of the vortex line at et = 200. The box size eL = 40 and the total
mass eN = 258.
Figure 4.5: Zooming-in projection of 1/|y|2 for bosons with gravity. The annihila-
tion of vortex line are shown.
For bosons with both gravity and weak attractive self-interaction, we run sim-
ulation from initial condition with same total mass and initial position of boson
stars. Compared with no self-interaction case, we find no significant difference vi-
sually in the turbulence. The vortex lines, located at |y| ! 0, still exist everywhere.
Vortex line reconnection also can be found, see Fig.4.8. Thus the weak attractive
self interaction can be ignored in the creation of turbulence.
On the other hand, we also found that the distribution of phases is different,
which shows that self interaction has an impact as during the merger process of
boson stars, but the discontinuity of the phase we focus on still exists. In other
words, turbulence still exists.
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Figure 4.6: The left panel is the velocity power spectra at different times after the
merger of 10 same boson stars for boson with only gravity. Here we set the box
size eL = 40 and the total mass eN = 258. The right panel shows the velocity
power spectra from different initial conditions. Here we choose several results
with different number of boson stars and total mass, eN.
The left panel of Fig. 4.9 also supports this conclusion. The energy power spec-
trum Ev2(k) approaches to k 1 at large k at different time. The right panel of Fig. 4.9
shows the energy power spectrum for bosons with different self-coupling coeffi-
cient eg, from  0.007 to 0.07. We can still see that Ev2(k) approaches to k 1.
Figure 4.7: The left panel is the density slice of the minicluster at et = 200. The
middle panel is the wavefunction phase S at et = 200. The right panel is 3D volume
rendering of the vortex line atet = 200. Here we set eg =  0.007, the box size eL = 40
and the total mass eN = 258.
4.2.3 Comparison between second-order and fourth-order algo-
rithms
Mocz et al. used the second-order algorithm in time integration, and we have
a higher-precision fourth-order algorithm. Here we compare two numerical al-
gorithms. We find that the total energy is fourth-order conserved as expected in
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Figure 4.8: Zooming-in projection of 1/|y|2 for bosons with gravity and weak at-
tractive self-interaction. We can see the annihilation of vortex line. Here, we set
eg =  0.007.
Figure 4.9: The left panel is the velocity power spectra of merger of 10 same boson
stars at different time. Here we set eg =  0.007, the box size eL = 40 and the total
mass eN = 258. The right panel is velocity power spectra of merger of 10 same
boson stars for different eg. Here we set the box size eL = 40, all of boson stars with
same center density, rc = 1.01 .
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out fourth-order algorithm. We have confirmed of Mocz et al’s results through a
higher-precision algorithm. As shown in Fig. 4.10, despite that the time step size
is p times larger, the fourth-order algorithm has better accuracy by several orders
of magnitudes.
Figure 4.10: Relative errors of the total energy with respect to time for different
algorithms. The left panel is the evolution of bosons with no self-interaction, the
right panel is the evolution of bosons with weak self-interaction, eg =  0.007.
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4.3 Conclusion
Quantum turbulence is a relative new research field compared to the conventional
turbulence in viscous fluids. The existence of turbulence can cause a fluid to reach
thermal equilibrium, as well as impacting the mass distribution in the fluid. Since
viscous forces do not exist between ultra-light bosons, they can be treated as the
quantum superfluid. Thus it is important to understand the behaviour of turbu-
lence in fields composed of ultralight bosons.
In order to understand the vortex creation and evolution in quantum turbu-
lence, Tzihong Chiueh solved the time-dependent solutions of the free- particle
Schrödinger equation in a periodic box of 10243 grids for three dimensions in
2011 [43]. They successfully found the reconnection of vortex loop. In addition,
Ev2(k) is proportional to k 1 at small scales.
Based on these results, Mocz et al considered the system of bosons with gravity
and found similar phenomenon to the process of merger of boson stars. I repeat
their simulations in higher order algorithm to verify their conclusions.
Due to the nonlinearity of quantum turbulence, we need to use numerical
methods to model its evolution. Using fourth-order pseudo-spectral method, we
study mergers of multiple boson stars, which finally form haloes and soliton cores
at their center.
For bosons with only gravitational interactions, we confirm the conclusion of
Mocz et al. in Ref. [124] that turbulence is generated in the process of merger
of multiply boson stars. We run simulations with a higher order pseudo-spectral
method, i.e. forth order compared to the second order method employed by Mocz
et al. We found that no turbulence exist within the solitons, 0 < er < 1. The tur-
bulence can be found beyond this radius, er > 1 in the haloes. Due to interference,
lines with zero density appear in the superfluid composed of bosons. The discon-
tinuities of wavefunction phase S exist in these systems where r ⇠ 0. All of these
phenomena support the existence of turbulence in the haloes. On the other hand,
by checking the power spectrum, we find that these systems are more similar to a
thermally-driven counterflow analog Gross-Pitaevskii system since Ev2(k) is pro-
portional to k 1 at small scales.
After considering bosons with gravity, we try to extend the research about
bosons with gravity and weak attractive self-interaction. We find no turbulence ex-
ist within the soliton. However, we can see the existence of lines of vanishing den-
sity in the haloes. The discontinuities of wavefunction phase S can also be found in
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such systems. Furthermore, we find that the power spectrum of systems Ev2(k) is
proportional to k 1 as well. This means turbulence is a very common phenomenon
in a superfluid composed of bosons with gravity and weak self-interactions.
Unfortunately, due to limitations in computing power, we are unable to simu-
late the merger of boson stars with strong self-interactions. As we saw in Sec. 3.3,
boson stars will collapse after they reach a critical mass. Levkov et al. also ob-
served an emission of relativistic bosons after boson stars collapse [100]. There-





In this dissertation, we briefly introduce the history of dark matter. Our research
focuses on one of the popular candidates of dark matter, ultra-light bosons, espe-
cially the ground states of ultra-light bosons, non-compact boson stars. We write
a high precision numerical code, employing the pseudo-spectral method, to solve
GPP equations. With GPU acceleration, the codes are speed-up by 6-7 times com-
pared to the pure CPU code. Using these codes, we confirm the results by Argelia
Bernal et al., colliding of two boson stars [25], and Hsi-Yu Schive et al., merger of
multiply boson stars [155].
After that, we obtain new results about the formation and growth of boson stars
in dark matter halos [41]. Firstly, for ultralight bosons without self-interaction, the
saturation of boson stars occurs in miniclusters. The mass growth rate of boson
stars drops from µ t1/2 to µ t1/8 as conjectured by [60]. Secondly, for bosons with
attractive self-interaction, such as QCD axions (10 20GeV 2 < g < 10 35GeV 2),
the self-interaction can cause collapse of boson stars above a critical mass. How-
ever, it does not affect condensation and early-stage evolution of boson stars in
miniclusters. Thirdly, for bosons with a repulsive self-interaction, condensation
and growth of boson stars is promoted. At strong coupling, the resulting bo-
son stars are well described by the Thomas-Fermi profile [108], with a larger ra-
dius than the case with no self-interaction. Fourthly, for strong attractive self-
interactions, the condensate can fragment and form multiple boson stars even in a
small simulation box (see also [11] for the case with a saturated scalar potential).
We also check the vortex creation in the process of merger of boson stars with
gravity. The results show that turbulence exist every places in halos except inside
the boson stars. Similar phenomenon exist for boson stars with gravity and weak
attractive self-interaction.
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One possible extension of my current work in the future is studying formation
and evolution of boson stars in cosmological background. So far I have focused
on the the condensation of bosons in non-cosmological background. It will be
interesting to look at how the expanding cosmological background affects the con-
densation process and the saturation behaviors of boson stars. The study will be
crucial to estimating the abundance of boson stars in the universe and the relation
between the DM halo mass and its central boson star (solitonic core). For this ap-
plication, I have already implemented in my pseudo-spectral code the support for
an expanding cosmological background. With a large set of simulations in the near
future, I will be able to answer the questions mentioned above.
Although the cosmological simulation will be limited by the small volume that
can be simulated, I expect to get some qualitatively new results on the formation
rate of boson stars. Combining these results with analytic and semi-analytic meth-
ods that are used in the research of cosmological structure formation, e.g. the
Press–Schechter formalism, I will estimate the abundance and mass distribution
of the boson stars in our Universe. By comparing these predictions with observa-
tions of the mass distribution in the universe, e.g. from the gravitational lensing
and radio astornomy, we may get a constraint on the mass of scalar particle.
Another interest of mine is study the condensation time of boson star due to
self-interaction in more detail. In a recent work by Kirkpatrick et al., it has been
argued that the relaxation rate due to self-interaction is proportional to |g| rather
than g2 [93], suggesting a much shorter condensation time due to self-interaction
compared to the one reported by other literature. Conducting a larger set of sim-
ulations with different coupling constants and initial conditions, I will be able to
check whether the new prediction is correct. If it is, it will be interesting to see
how the self-interaction may promote the formation of boson star in early universe
when the matter density, thus the self-interaction, is much higher.
Studying colliding of two boson stars close to the critical mass is interesting
since boson stars in our galaxy could have binary systems. Previous studies showed
that boson star with attractive self-interaction collapse at a critical mass. However,
when two stable boson stars close to the critical mass collide with certain veloc-
ity, do they collapse and emit relativistic bosons. If the emitted relativistic bosons
can be converted into visible photons, as is in the case of axions and axion-like
particles, the nova ejecta could even be observed.
The effect of strong attractive and repulsive self-interaction for the vortex cre-
ation in the process of merger of boson stars can also be studied. Unlike the weak
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attractive self-interaction, strong self-interaction can not be neglected in the sys-
tems. The structure of halos and boson stars are different. Our studies show that
boson stars with larger radii can be formed for bosons with strong repulsive self-
interaction. For bosons with strong attractive self-interaction, multiply boson stars
can be formed in halos [41]. Thus it is worth to study whether these phenomenons
can influence vortex creation in systems.
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